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York Journalist, for Giles Masters Scrap Book,
(Written By Sam Miller, New
' '
Selected for The Gallup Herald For This Easter Thought)
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Give me a spirit swift to greet,

me a pulsing heart to feel .,
The need of other hearts, and kneel
With them when lonely shadows steal

And lay life's incense at the feet
Of every soul I chance to meet

Across the way.

Upon

Give

'

the way.

u

Give me to feel with kindness

rare,

me a virbrant hand and strong
To right a weaker brother's wrong.
Or smooth some tangled place along

Give me to act with courage fair,
Give me to bless. This is my pray'r.

His onward way.

Along

Give

the way. '
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SIX CAR LOADS OF CASING AND TOOLS

JUDGE HOLLOiJAIl

A CORRECTION

ASSESSED UNDER

PRICES LOW TO

Tn
from
mii last wppIc'r renort
Judge Schauer's docket, in making the
of gamblers by
OLD STATE LAW mention of arrests
.ASSURE VOLUME
RULES FAVORABLE
Marshal Diggs and Mike Jarmillo, we
quoted Judge scnauer as saying mat
N E Y the nrrpsta for pamblinfl? were the
R
O
T
SLIGHT-ASSISTANT
AT
VERY
IN
"SUIT
ADVANCES
TEST
FRIENDLY
TO
first in two years. Julian Turner,'
GENERAL HOLDS THAT who recently resigned
MANY CASES SHOW
as town mar-- ,
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF
ahot
DOESNT
naeOTiferi a pmiv of a reoort
MEASURE
LAST
NEW
OVER
INCREASE
NO
NEW LAW WINS FIRST
which he made to the town board of
APPLY TO 1923 LAWS
SPRING AND FALL
BASE IN COURT
trustees, showing that he bad maae
arrests for gambling during last
25.
March
SANTA
Hart
14.
FE,
March
CHICAGO
months of his term of office. The
SANTA FE, March 26.
Schaffner & Marx began writ- The cutting off of the tax rolls statement that the arrests by Messrs.
of
Holoman
Reed.
the
Judge
as
for their fall of $2,000,000, it is said, would Diggs and Jarmillo of gamblers
district court Monday sustain- ing orders today
in two years, accordfirst
the
under
this
for
being
averted
be
lines.
1923
Openyear
and
winter,
ed a demurrer to a complaint
to the copy of report as shown
an .opinion by Assistant Attor- ing Mr.
was probably an er- -,
filed by R. F. Asplund on be ing prices in some cases show
by
and ney General Armstrong advis- ror, andTurner,
last
over
no
increase
what
spring
Judge Schauer
that
half of the tax payers associain which
manner
banks
assessment
of
the
are
that
cases
was
that
meant
in
other
and
last
ing,
fall,
the ar- tion, to test the constitutionalthat
made
were
arrests
the
under
be
1923
done
should
for
mDifo
of the
raid
a
hv
WAya
ity of the soldiers tax exemp- only slightly higher.
j has evidently
of lines at sucn the 1921 law and not the new ICOUI where gambling
The
opening
tion law enacted by the sixth
place
prices, in the face of increases law passed by the sixth legis been going on for at least the last
legislature.
J
will
valuation
the
two years.
and
lature.
That
in the price of woolens
Tt ia
nf the nurnnse of The GallUP
The suit was of a friendly
is
from
reduced
allegbe
demand
a
$2,000,000
and
court matters, or
Herald to
nature and instituted at the re- trimmings
Clothing ed under the last clause in the to reflect misquote
Amalgamated
on any oincer oj.
unduly
quest of the American legion. Workers for additional wages, following section of the 1923 the court.
y
.

AKD CAT.IP HOUSES CO'JPLETEAT SITE

WITH ARRIVAL OF STANDARD RIG FRIDAY, YESTERDAY, ACTIVE DRILLING
WILL START BY APRIL 20 ON SITE
FOUR MILES SOUTH OF DEPOT
The standard drilling rig of 3,500 ft. capacity for the W.
E. Lockhart Interests arrived yesterday, Friday. Six car loads

of material, casing and tools have already been received at
Gallup for the W. E. Lockhart Interests. Camp houses have
been completed on site No. 1, Section 25, four miles south
of depot. With the arrival of the standard drilling rig, announcement was made that drilling would start by April 20.
"
'
Administrative offices' have been opened in the Page
building with S. R. Barber in charge. J. S. Raymond, state
superintendent of the W. E. Lockhart Interests, has been in
Gallup for the last ten days, and will be here for some time,
the
superintending the work.
t
The Gallup Herald will keep its readers posted on devolp-men- ts
Asplund's attorney will take was unexpected and created a
and furnish only authorized statements as to actual pro- an appeal to the supreme court great stir in the market.,
to get the iaw fully passed up.;....
gress.
;::rvr;,;;":
'.;
The course adopted by the
on at an early date.
is admitedly an effort
company
'".
duce a crop,
volume. Despite the
to
obtain
PLENTY MOISTURE
A very good plan to follow for con- closer the soil grains are packed
condi
under
fact
that
the number of tions costs cannotpresent
serving the moisture already in the together, the greater
de
be
fully
and
of
more
the
contact,
points
easily
is about as follows: Farm a dry will the movement of
FOR FARMING soil
mois- termined at this time, the com
soil
the
mulch as soon as the surface begins
proceed. If by any means a lay- pany feels that a large volume
to dry. ThiB may be done in a number ture
of the soil is so losened as to re- of business will aid greatly in
of ways. A light double disking fol- er
MORE MOISTURE IN THE lowed with the tooth harrow leaves duce the number of points of contact
of over
(and this is what happens when the solving the problems
; GROUND
THAN FOR a very good mulch in the sandy loam soil
and
movement
head
is.
the
tilled)
profit.
properly
MANY YEARS PAST AND soils. This mulch must be maintained of the soil moisture is correspondingAnother possible factor men
at all times. If shortly after you have
PROSPECTS GOOD
hindered. The water in the lower
put his mulch on, there comes a little ly
tioned
by some close observers
of the soil is ready to move upshower that wets the ground deep layers
is
Hart Schaffner & Marx
call
made
is
ward
that
a
whenever
upon
moisMeKinley County has more
enough to meet the lower moistures,
ture in the soil for this time of the then the operation will have, to be it. To reach the surface it must pass operated unusually early in the
grain to another, and piece goods market and its buyyear than for many years past. If done again. If more time was used from one soil
grains that ers were
properly handled there is sufficient for preparing the seed bed and con- the larger the number of
practically through
moisture in the ground to carry the serving the moiatiire in the early touch, the Wore quickly and easily will
Now before the general runs of opthe surface.
ordinary crops far into July without spring months, and not get in such a the wateris reach
a thorough stirring and erations began.
In this way
their suffering in the least. The thing big hurry to get the seed in the if there
for the farmer to begin to think about ground, there would be less crop fail- lossening of the top soil, the number they were able to gather tothe
top
points of contact between
right now, is the conservation of the ures. Prepare your seed bed, hold of
and gether matrerials made from
moisture in the soil. Plowing in the your moisture until the ground is good and subsoil is greatly reduced,
flow of water is thereby woolens and yarns which had
spring should not be done unless ab- and warm, then drop your seed down the upward
Such a loosening of escaped some of the recent
solutely necessary; that is, in case of to the moisture even if it is several largely checked.
purpose of re- market increases. .
lew ground or something of that kind, inches deep, the dry mulch you have the top soil, for thefrom
the top soil
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and in any case, it should be done as
shallow as 'possible.
With the present amount of moisture there is very little excuse for
not raising a good crop this year. It
has been found in the driest sections
of Northern Africa when the annual
ftinfall is leas than three to five
Inches a year, that by the proper
of the soil, the moisture can
Sndling from one year to another
and a crop raised ones la five years,
lids is simply done by holding all the
nJature that falls and whan
is itortd it. is .used . to proi

JJt

.

top will offer very little resistance to the sprouting seed.v The fif
teenth of May is early enough to plant
any crop that is grown in MeKinley
County, and from that on up to the
fifth of June.
The losfof moisture by evaporation
occurs wholly at the soil surface, and
little if any is lost directly by evapor
ation from. the lower soil layers.' Capillary action is that movement of the
soil' moisture in an upward and outward direction. This goes on until
where the
the asurface is reached
a.
m.
on

A.1

.

ducing evaporation
has come to be called cultivation and
tillage, and includes plowing, harrow- 400,000
ing, disking, hoeing and" other cultural
in
operations by which the top soil is
stirred. The breaking of the points
For
of contact between the top. and subsoil is undoubtedly the main reason
that such stirring helps to dry the WASHINGTON, D. C, March 26.
has About 400.000 acres of land in Emery
top soil very thoroughly, and as
been explained, a layer of dry soil of and Grand counties, Utah, will be
itself is a very effective check upon thrown open to entry to former service men of the world war on April
surface evaporation. '
'
20.
H. P. POWERS,
Any land remaining unentered July
.. County Affnt
v

Acres of
Land Utah
War Veterans

law:

"TOO

"The Tax commission shall

MUCH MEDICINE"

.

deduct the amount of investof
Coming, for next week's issue
ment in real estate to the ex The Gallup Herald, "Too Much Meditent of the assessed value cine," a speech by President W.Sys-B.
Storey, of the Santa Fe Railway
thereof, ' from the aggregate tem,
delivered before the Chamber of
amount of such capital, surplus Commerce
of Kansas City, Mo.,
or reserve fund, and undivided
1. This speech was distributed
and a number of Gallup peo
profits, and the remainder by radio
in" and enjoyed the
shall be taken as a basis for pie "listened
T. E. Purdy heard the speech
speech.
the valuation of such shares in by radio, and Mr. Purdy has requestthe hands of the stockholders, ed The Herald to print it in full forgood of the information it consubject to the provisions of law fthe
olna
requiring all property to be as
Read the speech in next week's
sessed at its true and full value,
Herald.
provided, however, that the
so carried by any bank
ROAD CONDITIONS
as surplus, to an amount equal
Reported by the White Garage
to the capital stock of said
Gallup to Albuquerque, 168
not
be considered
bank, shall
miles, regular time, 6 hrs. and
as adding anything to the act
15 minutes, now being made in
6 hrs. and SO minutes road in
ual value of such capital."
a
The
condition.
Feb-ru- ar

v

Tax Commission is expected to apply the old law
this year in accordance with
the opinion.
The

..

20, 1923, the Interior Department announced today, will be opened to entry
by the general public.
The land is situated near the town
of Elgin, on the Denver and Rio

Grande Western railroad. Mineral
rights, includinf oil and coal, have
been withdrawn, so that prospective
homesteaders will have to file waiv
ers of these rights.

mal-pivery good
section is the only rough
piece, and that only a few miles.
Galup to Williams, 244 miles,
time, 9 hrs. Road in fine con..."
dition.
Gallup to Farmington, 135
miles, and to Durango, 193,
miles, road in better condition
in its history, time, 8 hrs. and
30 minutes.
38 miles, road
Gallup to Zuni,
':'
.;
ov:, " ''v
muddyr ,;:
Gallup to McGaffey, 23 miles,
road muddy from Fort Winf ate,
good from Gallop' to Fort Win
:
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ly soJ
good - ckcrch reir Tiers of Cat
wen found,
torg ago. Then bo
skeletons in rooms which had been
front Los Anfcles Examiner, of Sunday,
by Permissk
ws&ed up. Socoetimes the bones were
Karen. 25, 1823.)
found m woven basket containers, and
near were placed often jewels of turWhen the American ITuseum of I first floor. Normally he , or she quoise, beads and the like. Mortars
Natural History, in New York, re- - would have to climb up six ladders till and hatchets of sharpened bone, brok
eenuy turned over to the United they rot to their own cost little
en bowls, grinding implements, baby
States Government as a public mon- But if every body on the second floor cradles, women's petticoats, men's
had
ument the ancient ruins and excavarose to bed for the turrit aad aprons, beautiful feathered capes of
tions at Axtec New Mexico, they pulled up their ladders, or if they some belle of long ago were all gathmade trie country a present of the old naan i, u everyone oa tne third
ered up by the learned diggers.
fourth or fifth or sixth floors had
est apartment house in America.
The reader, very naturally, will ask
Twenty thousand years ago at least retired and polled up their ladders. how it is
possible to know about the
use iim stones were laid for its foun- way men unfortunate No. 480 was out life of
so long dead, who never
tH of luck. How did he or she set op to left anypeople
dation, and for at least two
SONG
written record. This is done,
years, perhaps for twice that number, his bedroom?
of aU. by securing all the matit has stood unoccupied and slowly Was there a curfew hoar, when first
erial remains of the utensils, buildcrumDimg into rota. Yet these same everybody was supposed to be in their
clothes and burial grounds of the
T
FREEDOM
And
did
those was weren't ings,
prehistoric foundations appear as mod flats
race
that
is passed away.
em
eunosly enough, as would have to take the consequences? Or
When these remnants had been ra
those of some recently built building, was there a community ladder left
the scientists, in' this
the upper part of which had been de open all niffct for the night owu?
la "To The Laundry." It
coaraared them with those of
Owinf to the comparative inseeority
stroyed by fire or earthquake.
historic
in
lived
Indians
times,
who
takes the "blue" out of
TUs ancient apartment bouse was of the times the latter is not likely.
that is, after Columbus. There ways
either built by the ancestors of the Probably there was a curfew law.
have been xwecorded.
Wash Day with our
present Pueblo Indians of the Souta- - Of course, in 1916. when the archae
at or by another race, which dis ologists befaa to die, only a few feet So, taking all the remains, and put
prompt and efficient serappeared after handing on its arts, of walls, broken, ragged, snarled with ting two and two together, the scient
vice.
knowledge and customs to the Pueblo bushes and bracken, humming with ists searched around tn history ior
Indians' ancestors; science is not quite the notes of the wild birds who had an Indian tribe whose life was
to the lives of those prehisPromptness, fine work,
certain which. It was built of blocks built their nests in the former hab
hand-shap- ed
of man, presented themselves toric Indians. In the writings of the
sand-ton- e, itation
of
low cost and no worry if
held together by a very excellent above ground. John R. Koontx. in Jesuit missionaries in America, they
bit
cement, which, was made by scraping 1889, bought the farm upon which the found references to a similar life,
your clothes are sent here
by bit They established, finally, that
a certain kind of rock with flints end Aztec nun was situated. He
then mixing it with a peculiarly sticky petted the value of the remains, and the descendants of these prehistoric
weekly. A trial will prove
mud. So good was this cement that it reported them to the authorities. At Indians, in the days after uolumDus
most convincing.
had carried on the same life and cusstill holds the stones firmly together the same time he kept off vandals,
hisso
toms
that
of
their
fathers,
so
were
y,
excavations
At
the
length
alter tens oi centuries.
The Shane of the street mmmnnitTr completed that the very life of the tory need not lack knowledge of the
GALLUP STEAL!
vanished
oouse was not umuce tnat ox a modern
people . who had built the precise habits of that people who
New York aoartment block. The place was reconstruoted, and the maa never left a history of their own.
who knew those races could almost
Then the learned scientists smiled,
dwelling part was three-sideshaped
like and E with the inside tongue of imagine he saw again the lean In as they reconstructed, first of all, that
tne letetr left off. The fourth side, dians climbing the ladders over the ancient marriage custom of the first
PHONE
extending from tne two ends of this court wall to get to their apartments; apartment house dwellers.
For the earliest Indian lady, of, the
E was a solid, high sand-ston- e
wall see again the holy women of that
led
of
house
who
the
would
religiwho
long ago
without openings of any kind and
apartment house,
ous dance, or helped direct the tribe's
built for defense against enemies.
while
old
the
fathers,
The structure was seven stories affairs,
at their looms,
bent
high and contained five hundred and the little weaving
red Indian babies played
rooms. These rooms were arranged
in a very odd and interesting plan. in the safety of the enclosed court of
A. J. McMahon, Prop.
The seven stories arose in a series of those five hundred rooms.
For when the scientists finally unterraces. The lowest floor extended
earthed enough of the ruins to enfurthest out into a wide court-yar- d
to get into the rooms they
that lay between the four walls. The able them
Moves, So Do
The
second floor was then built back the easily rebuilt the lift of that day.
nine
rooms
were
generby ten, feet,
depth of the front room of the first;
SERVICE
ally. One family lived in each. Bethat is, the roof of the front room of hind
this living room, buCt into the
the first floor stretched in front of
dark recesses of the dwelling, were
the second floor like a veranda. The often
two smaller chambers, used to
-- :third floor wag built back the deDth store corn
and grain. From bones of
of the second floor's front room snd
was
used its roof for its verandad.. And animals found here and there, it
so it continued up to the top story, established that these flat dwellers;
wnose occupants looked down over
succession of six terraced roofs to the
inside court. You can visualize the
effect exactly by taking seven child's
blocks, puling on them six, then five,
then four, and so on.
The first two floors had no windows
on the outside. Their backs and sides
were really an extension of the protecting fourth wall, and they were
left without any back apertures that
would provide means for entrance in
the event of a siege. The remaining
live stones had very small back win
dows, little more than slits. They
were large, enough, however, to allow
arrows to be shot out of them or
stones to be cast from them.
And what is perhaps most peculiar
is that this ancient apartment house,
this orginal community of American
flat dwellers, was ruled entirely by
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Always Earning For You.
IN
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In This Bank, YOUR Friend. Mr. Dollar, becomes
the most tireless worker in the world. He works
FOR YOU twenty-fou- r
boors s day, 365 days a
Tear, rain or shine. He never stops, gets sick or

crurx IHM

J

if--

TODAY.

Tmc& Your Dollars To I lave Llore Cejsats"

WJ

A fiAPPY
OF

ans-lago- us

wen-chose- n,

STYLISH HATS

to-ua-

That Include

Tfce Latee Models And Newest Designs
That are featured in Fashions Whims for the Spring
Time Seasons are to be found in our display of very
Attractive and very Desirable

LAOItY

d,

ies

SPRING MILLINERY
PRICES SEASONABLE
HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTTNG
MAIL ORDERS GIVES SPECIAL ATTENTION

gray-haire-

d,

GALLUP TRANSFER

SUMMERS MILLINERY

We"

"The World
QUICK

I

Always kept fresh in our sanitary icebox. That's why most
people who enjoy good,
food prefer ours.

SERVICE

IS

tasty

SAME

WHY

THE WHITE CAFE
SATISFIES
Merchants Lunch or Supper, SO Cents

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
If you receive a copy of The Gallup Herald, it is an invitation to
subscribe.. If you are receiving- - The Gallup Herald and have not
subscribed, some relative or friend is eeiufins; it to your address.
If you are a regular subscriber and wish to renew your subscription, or if you wish to become a new subscriber, please use the
blank below. $2 for one year, SI for six months. The date opposite your name and address shows the date to which your
,
subscription has been paid.
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women!
In building it the men did the hard
work, such as the hewing of the sand
stone blocks with the primitive im
plements of stone and the setting
them in place. But the women mixed
the cement and laid it on. We know
this because the scientists who uncov
ered the ruins and who have been reconstructing found, hardened in the
walls, the impress of small, delicate
hands which had laid the mortar.
They were too small and delicate to
have been man's, and since they were

found everywhere among the five
hundred rooms it was certain that the
finer job of finishing the place had
been taken over by the women.
Later, as more snd more rooms
were uncovered and the litter of ages
taken from them, it was found that
man had occupied a decidedly subordinate place in every matter of imNot only was woman the
portance.
ruler of that particular roost, but she
was the one who proposed marriage to
the man of her choice. It was the
mother of the son and not the father
of the bride who made the marriage
settlements. If the wife were dissatisfied with her choice she could divorce her husband by the simple ceremony of sticking his shoes outside
their bedroom door!
And not she nor her mother made
the wedding trousseau, but the bride
groom and his father and brothers!
Unlike the modern apartment house
there were no stairs or elevators. En
trance to the various flats was gain.
ed by means of ladders.
By ladders,
too, tne occupants of the place made
their way in and out over the pro
tecting wall. Of course, after the
day s work was over, it was easy
enough to draw these ladders up snd
lay them aside. Nobody in those days
cared to go roaming around the country after dark. There were too few
chances of ever getting back alive.
So the oldest apartment house was
closed for the night by the simple
expedient of bringing inside the
means of getting into it.
But there must have been some
special rules about the ladders to the
various flats. There was one of these
to each of the rooms, and when each
family went to bed at night it drew its
own particular ladder up and laid it
flat on the roof. This was equivalent,
20.000 yean ago. to winding up the
dock and putting out the cat And it
was all right for the people) who lived
la the second story they bad no farther up to go. ..
But suDoose. say. too occupant ox
No. 451), on the seventh Coor, had been
paying a late visit to No. 6, on the

0
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Our new Spring and Summer Lines of the Most Fashionable
Footwear are arriving daily and We must make room to take
:
care of these large purchases.
In view of this we must dispose of the stock now on hand and
we are making Sacrifice Prices on every pair of shoes in
Stock. See our line and prices and you will be convinced that
'
we are offering Extraordinary Bargains.

Lot of Men's High Grade
PACKARD SHOES
Just Arrived
In Dark Brown Kangaroo Kid,

$10.75 $11.50

$8X0
Buy a

$2.95 to $7.75

Pair for Easter

Lot of Men's Dress Shoes
Black or Brown
English Last or Round Toe,
Goodyear Welt, Rubber Heels

$3.50

Lot of Ladies' and Growing Girls'
SLIPPERS, PUMPS and OXFORDS
Any Color' and
Styles
Just Right

$5.65

$7.50

A Big Stock of the Famous
National Park
LADIES HIKING BOOTS
in MAXINE STYLES

Just Arrived

$9.50

INSPECT OUR NEW SPRING AND SUMMER LINES
EVERY PAIR
AND LATEST IN
UP-TO-DAT-

E,

STYLISH FCOTWEEl

SHOE SlBfflS' AMD
JOSEPH N. VL ARTESI, Prcprktcr
Corner Coal Ave., and Tkird St.
GsJIc?' Cschuirw Feotwear

iare

'
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bit asefcH ta tie fiosition cf more

m mm

save

than 8v3,M Eulcks. L was first employed as a special traveling representative, then as Branch Manager at
Buffalo, Indianapolis, and Chicago,
In 1918 Strong stepped
respectively.
into his present position. Since then,
under his direction, more than 750,- 000 cars, or three quarters of the total Buick production, have been mar-

ovnkoeh

,

not get ARCOLA) yet there
are three timet as many
homes being builtin 1933

v"

keted,
'";"
In the field organization through
out the country a similar situation
prevails. , Practically all of the Buick
branch managers and distributors
have been with the company more
than ten years and some of them considerably longer. All of 'these men
have done their "bit" in the achievement of the million mark and naturally are imbued with a high degree of
personal pride in the accomplishment

For the sake of your wife, your children.
yourself, start for this goal today. You
realize the advantages as well as we do.
And you know that saving is the easiest,
quickest way to get there.
Here is the plan tried and proven. Open
a savings account today and add to it
regularly. You will soon have enough
for a down payment and can move in.
Then you pay rent to yourself, saving
for interest and principal payment. Then
you will have a home and the saving

Those) Who Worship
At Gallup Church!

METHODIST

;

How many thousands will be unable
to get ARCOLA this year?

CHURCH

John Witt Hendrlx, Pastor

,

BAPTIST CHURCH
REV.

V. B. CLARK.

Pastor

CHURCH OF THE HOLY

SPIRIT

IN

Old:

1,000,000

GOOD FRIDAY. Marrii an
"The Three Hours Service," from 12
to P. M. Meditations on The Seven
Last Words. Come and kneel at His
tiroes.
10:00 P. M. "The Epitaphion," ac
H. H. Bassett, now president of the
cording to the Greek rite. A serivce
Buick Motor Company, was in 1907 which
recites His death and burial and
General Superintendent of the
Fromise.
Axle Company, which had insurrection
EASTER DAY, April 1
a plant adjoining that of the Buick 8:00 A. M.
Holy Communion.
and built all of the axles for that car.
9:45 A. M.
Eucharist.
In 1914 Mr. Bassett became General 11:00 A. M. Children's
Choral celebration of
and in 1916, The
Manager of Weston-Mo- tt
Holy Communion and Sermon
when the latter was merged with
General Motors, he became assistant Proceasipnal Hymn 121, "The Strife is
Won."
General Manager of the Buick. in O'er, the Battles
Kyrie Eleison-Talli- s.
1919 he became President and Gen
Gloria Tibi.
eral Manager. Thus Mr. Bassett has
Laus Tibi. Cruickshank.
taken a prominent part in the produc
tion of all but about 4000 of the Buick Hymn 116, "Angels Roll the Stone
Away," Roper.
million.
Sermon: "He Is Risen."
Then there is Cady B. Durham, who
Offertory Anthems:
was made Assistant General Manager
(a) "Christos Anestai." In Greek
to
Mr.
Bassett's
the
aquisition
upon
by a Greek Quartet
came
1919.
Mr.
in
Durham
presidency
(b) Soprano, from The Messiah
to the Buick in the early days as as
Miss Dorothy Myers.
(Handel.)
one
of
the
sistant Superintendent of
Know that My Redeemer Liveth."
"I
was
promoted
many units. Later he
(c) Choir: "For Since By Man
to General Master Mechanic, then to
General Superintendent, and finally Came death, by man came also the
from the dead."
to his present position next to "the Resurrection
At Presentation of the Alms.
i
throne."

WHO GETS THE "ONE MILLIONTH" BUICK CAR?
SOME INTERESTING
READING CONCERNED.

As reFLINT, Mich., March 24
quisitions for the millionth Buick car
have come from so many of our
branches and distributors and dealers as well it will for the present remain unassigned."
Thus General Sales Manager E. T.
Strong of the Buick Motor Company
today disposed of the question as to
the ultimate destination of the smart
model 65, six cylinder sport touring
car bearing upon its frame the im
posing number plate of 1,000,000.
"Of course they all want this car.
Not primarily for sentimental reasons
but for an intensely practical one its
advertising value. So we feel we cannot Jet anyone have it without being
accused of discrimination." ;
While there may be less of sentiment than business acumen in the desire on the part of Buick dealers to
possess the millionth Buick car, there
is no question that sentiment predominates in the reception of this car
on the part of Buick employees Thousands of the latter have worked on
Buicks ten years or more and feel
a personal pride in the accomplishment of the million mark. They stand
about in groups, looking fondly over
this millionth Buick, and a. flood of interesting recollections find expression.
Starting with the head of the organization down to the humblest of
the ranks, you will find many men
"lived'' with Buick since the days
when the future of the automobile
was still a "matter of grave doubt.

1921, 5,000 families who wanted
,

Arcola had

to go

-

This year three times as many homes are being built' as in
1921. Yet because our factories are already over-taxwith
orders for larger Ideal Boilers, we can make no more Arcolas
in 1923 than we made in 1921.
ed

Wes-ton-M-

REACHED BY BUICK

1924

192,1

For

McKinley County
BankBank"
"The
CARS

fS'w

PI

AIPUKCEIEIITS

;

habit.
Let ,11s help you to Your Own Home.

oyer 5,000
IN 1921owners
could

,

This means just one thing

hot-wat- er

'

Some of the other present "key"
men worked on the first Buick built
after the incorporation of the Com
pany in 1903, twenty years ago. One
of them worked on the drawing of
experimental Buick cars as far back
as 1896. He is is. U. Kichards, at pre
sent Research Engineer.
William Beacraft, manager of the
,
motor department, built the engine
for the first Buick car. At that time
the employees of the company num
bered less than one hundred. C. J.
Ross, General Factory Superintendent
has taken a more or less prominent
part in seeing through the plant more
than 985J0OO cars. Chief Engineer u.
A. DeWaters came to Buick in 1905
and F. A. Bowers, his Chief Assistant, shortly afterwards, so that the
modern Buick car is largely due to
development under their guidance. In
the ranks there are several hundreds
whose service covers a period of more
than fifteen years.
In the sales department, E. T.
Strong, now General Sales Manager,

heating plant for small homes

differen t from any other. It is connected with a genuine American
Radiator in each room. That means
warm bedrooms; breakfast in a
warm dining room; protection for

Merbecke.
Dei"-Gouno- d.

Under
normal

Contractor for an estimate today.
The installation can be made without disturbing the family; and in

three average winters Arcola
will pay back a large share ot
ofits cost in the fuel it saves.

AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY

Affectionately yours,

Ideal Boilers and AMEnjcARfdiators for every heating

G. Dowie.

24th and Blake Streets

CHURCH IN CHRIST
A. STARK,

need,

Denver, Colo.

(Congregational)
T.EWTS

Freight

FOR SMALL HOMES AND STORES

Thanksgiving.

"THE COMMUNITY

Plus '

n80to550

conditions

n.

J.

Please telephone your Heating

Installed ready to use with radiator
in each room

k.

"Aenus
In place of the Gloria in Excelsis
verses and 3 of Hymn 368.
"Nunc Dimittis'VTonus Reeius.
"Jesus
Recessional
Hymn 112
Christ is Risen today"-WorgaChirst our Passover is sacrificed for
us, therefore let us keep the Feast, for
He is the very pasahal lamb that was
offered to us who by His death hath
destroyed death and by His rising
hath restored to us everlasting Lite!
Come to the Feast of Love and feed
on Him in your hearts by Faith with
A.

the children from colds and grippe;
plenty of hot water for washing
and bathing.

ARCOLA Heating Outfit

Hymn 118, "At the Lamb's High
Feast We Sine." Elvey.
"Swisum Corda" and "Ssnctus"
"Benedictus"-Cruickshan-

ifyou

wait until next fall you will be
cold next winter.
Arcola is our
(or steam)

Mmfcter

CHURCH"

"EASTER SUNDAY"
Junior Church Worship with
a story by Miss Edna Eugenia Lowe
of Los Angeles, Calif.
10:00 Church School with classes
for all ages and needs. The pastor
and his wife will give a bag of candy
to every child , present as an Easter
9:45

,.
gift.
11:00 Morning Easter Service with
an Easter sermon by the pastor on:
"The Reasons For Our Resurrection
Faith." The largest class during the
present pastorate will be received into
Church membership.
There will be
special musical numbers. A large
twenty-fo-

Tht Standard of Comparison

What Would Spring Be Without a Buick!
The Buick Six Sport Touring provides that
added measure of enjoyment which comes from
driving a car ofwhich you can be really proud.

Its dashing color and appointments have a dis-

tinctive originality which mark it everywhere.
And it is as good as it is beautiful for Buick
builds it. The world knows what that means!

Fours

Put. Roadatcr $8S
PaM. Touring
885
S Put. Coupe - 1175
S Put Sedan 1395
5 Faaa. Touring
1

Man

-

1325
10J5

It

f. 0. 0.

Pimm, which

t Put. Roadtter
S
S

Pau. Touring
Pau. Touring
Sedan

1935

4
7

Pan.
Pan.

Coup
Touring
7 Pate. Sedan

Sport Soaditer

Pan. Sedan
1985
Sport Touring.
Rule. Factorial! tmotrtrnmnt n

5

trovid

for

Dfrrtd

!

J. Searle Dawley, one of the most
directors in moving pictures, is responsible for the staging
of "Who Are My Parents j tne
William Fox special that is book for
the Strand Theatre next Tuesday and
experienced

Wednesday.
The picture is one of the outstand
ing successes of the year. "Mr. X,"
the author, went to life itself for his
material and selected a series of dramatic and humorous incidents that
nlaced his work among the worth
while screen stories, the comparative
few that deserve and will gain wide
.;
recognition.
Pathos and humor are skillfully
blended throutrhdut the storji and
there are charming scenes of childhood. Hie big motive is the strength
of a mother's love for her child. The
east is one of exceptional merit
.

Paymtntt.

GALLUP, NET rjEXICO
better utomobfli

an

buSt, Dukk will bu&d

tbn

With an increase over 1921
of 50 per cent in the matter of
mail matter in the Gallup post
office and the fact that the
Post Office Department has
111

CI

1

VillJ J UOb

OV

lllflblljr

people can be employed in
post offices of the Gallup post
office class may work a
hardship on the public if
Postmaster Perry Coon should
not be able to get relief from
the Department. Postmaster
Coon and his force work like
slaves every minute of their
time. They need more help.
The 'Department's ruling may
save some money for the Department, but the public want
service.
We trust that Postmaster Coon may be able to get
such help as the increase in
mail matter appears to warrant. ;

Ramah High School
Gave Entertainment
To The Public

The Ramah High School
gave an entertainment last
night and the public was invited. The play was under the
direction of Prof. D. E. Calkins,
principal. Music was furnished by the Gallup Midnight
Jazz Orchestra.
For tonight, Saturday, the
public is invited to attend a
dance at Ramah, music by tbe
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday
Midnight Jazz Orch
Gallup
at the Coflgregational church, and you
estra.
will regret it tt 70a miss it
'

Beddov Buick Co.
VTfcsa

est Reader of the Ellison-Whit- e
big
seven day circuits", will read Van
severDyke's, "The Lost Word" and
al miscellaneous readings. This is
the finest thing of its kind ever ofNo adfered to a Gallup audience!
mission altho a silver offering will
be received. Special music and all
are most cordially invited.
o

$1895
1435
2195
1625
1673

Galup Post Of fice
Increased 50 Percent

page Easter program is lUlvu

PATHOS AND HUMOR BLEND
IN "WHO ARE MY PARENTS?"

Sixes
$1175
1195

ur

beinir printed specially for the oc- cassion.
The new Church Hymnals,'
which have just been received, will be
used for the first time.
7:30 "Worth While" Seriveo Extraordinary! Miss Edna Eugenia
Lowe of Los Angeles, Cal. "The Great-

ELABORATE EASTER SERVICES

Mail Pieces in the

CONGREGATIONAL

CHURCH

Sunday, April 1st
11:00 A. M.
EASTER SERMON
Six Special Musical Numbers
Reception of Large Class of New Members

Special Twenty Page Program
7:30 P. M.

I

EXTRA SPECIAL
MISS EDNA EUGENIA LOWE,
Reader of Los Angeles, Cal., will give Van Dyke's
"THE LOST WORD"

and other miscellaneous readings

'

'

'V,

'V

'

Miss Edna Eugenia Lowe
Ellison White says of Miss Lowe "Best,
Marve
lous, Unarming personality, fascinating, press comments toe
Pre-emine-

highest, tremendous audiences with overflows, towns demand
her again and again. Committees often ask that Hies Lowe
'
fill entire Chatauque program."
,"
'

ELABORATE! MUSIC
No Admission Charge, but offering taken.
Usual admission for Uk Lowe Is cat dollar each
,
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have
stories
Many
preparing to undergo an opera- Bernhardt is dead. She died
CUYTOZD M. CARTER,
Superintendent Merhankal Department this week and Monday, Tuesday and tion for
sums
fabulous
the
of
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accruing
vteanesaay ox next week when Hiss
Miss Mar Clawson ntnraed frnm almost as dramatically as she to the famous actress, especiaEdna Eugenia Lowe and Mr. M C.
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family, of Zuni, noted actress she was folded
capitalist. The Journal now gays that it appears that the L03 cities because the local committees have moved
to Raman. Mr. Shepherd the tender embraces of the received fifty per cent. A large
Angeles capitalists have failed in their project, and that AI have to guarantee 12.800 to secure is connectea wkb tne iUm&h
Tradpart of her earnings was rein
them. The circuits therefore com ing Store and is a nephew of C H. arms Of her son, Maurice.
buquerque will now go after the San Juan railroad.
vested in theatrical
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mand
the
best
be
talent
secured.
The people of San Juan want a railroad. They will wel
Kelsey.
Death was due to a renewed and at one time sheenterprises.
owned or
Gean Lambson and Jack WHson
Mr. Reed is a noted Lecturer and
come any opportunity to get that railroad. The Gallup Her
poisoning, controlled half a dozen playwere business visitors at DanofTs an attack of 'uraemic
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Superintendent
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Due to loss of a leg at
the humorous play "Martha By The uT. Ina Hamblm and Miaa VaraL...t
one
is
me
This
the
of
finest things Rinnmfi.M
Day.
oeginnmg oi tne wona war
(Albuquerque Herald)
tains to spend the week end with Miss ner activities On the Stage were
Statistics coming from responsible statisticians of the oil
ZLS
Bioomfieid ' parents.
limited, out did not prevent
Extreme-therassert
to
mat irom, iodv
e
i
industry in luisa, umanoma,
flattering: The big hit;"
The Kifle Club was orcanixeil Sat-- tiA
ek.
were 608,059 wells drilled in the United States for oil. ly clever The interest was convincoaKm misfortune bravely and play- b
were
oil
wells, 54,725
Of this number 429,897 were completed as
pre.Td
R. K. Shepherd, President
'or the soldiersand used her
were gas wells and 123,437, or only 20.3 per cent, were dry
L E. Hatley. vice Dresident
voice for thpm with- wonderful
.
holes or failures.
oerfect and deliehtful one:" "Many
to tire.
ever
out
seeming
was
COSt
that
Of
the
a
went
Of
an
a
it
away feeling
twentyaverage
$40,000 well total
Upon
naa
ever
nearo; Jack Wilson, Executive Officer.
Mme. Bernhardt was known
reading tney
four billion dollars has been spent in the search for oil, accord- Mrs. Joy Davis was taken serious- - as
the world a flTeateat act-faff to these statisticians who assert that oil production follow- -m
nd ress.", What dissent there was
iS rtic!fua
ed the outlay of seventeen billions while approximately five oil- - and effectiveness was unsurpassed;" ,y
"The best that ever appeared here;" U?
lions have been spent for dry holes."
vUoPpeeohnX to.
! admirers
tne ttivme oaran, as ner
If thou etatictua arc onrrorf the norronfooro iti fannF nf tho Many Have requested tnat sne re- - ssme day, and is getting along splen-o- r
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back
accepUbly than xae 10110 win k urogram was riven an oairia hv nninKno fA fVm aim,a4.
?
wiut uniy iv yer ceui ui ury iioics ia mis enurmuus uniting re Miss Lowe;" "Any one who does not the open meeting of the Commercial I. :
7
cord so much money has been lost by investors in "the oil hear Miss Lowe misses a great op Club. March 21.
uuivcraait appeal oi ner emo- Three genera- Song Mrs. Munger and Mrs. Calkins "Onal acting.
game." The probable answer is that the great maj'ority of "in portunity,
Lowe
Miss
will
Mou-Alvm
Clawson
and
evening
Tuesday
Song
tions
Rudy
and people
her
vestors have put their money into paper prospects.
praised
of miscellaneous read rer.
around
the
world
It is a fortunate circumstance that in the matter of oil de rive a number
thronged to
a Dralnlo anil tkan M, Rurf Recitation Tommy Tucker" Barbara
see and enjoy her acting with
velopment New Mexico has escaped the reckless and ruthless will ve his famous lecture on! "The Vogt
class of promoters and stock salesmen. The prospecting that Value of a Vision" which has been a Reading "Fluerette" Betty Vogt out understanding the French
Whistling Solo Berl Merrill
language which she invariably
has been done, in the main, has been by responsible individuals real inspiration to thousands.,
"Jean DePre" Clyde Kluck
Reading
and
and
employed upon the
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stage.
Her long life storv is almost
legendary, closely woven with
dramatic incident, off as well
as on the stage. As she her
self and others have told it. it
is summed up here:
The record of the date of her
brttl destroyed in the flames
of the commune in Paris, was
commonlv
acnnft
-nfkA.
vvwvu
"1 .

tzt Statist?
Became you're not using the
best equipment, son and that
means De Forest, of course.
Can you afford it? Why, you'
can't afford not to have it. The
music, the news, the fun, is alt
ihere waiting for you to nick
it up. Come in today and Ut
i
ua tell you how to get It,

C.

N.COTTON

COMPANY
RADIO DEPARTMENT
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the very promising development work now
companies
horn.
Deginning is practically an being conducted by strong corpora-- 1 to write a Scenario" and then Miss Recitation Mrs. F. B. Lambson
tions whose DnnciDals are seeking no cooDeration from the nuh. Lowe will eive her wonderful address Song Marias Bond
lie other than its good will.
Eoa?.t? Song Salvin Clawson
,"Ptngir.SiKnSS..?n ,
Song Quintette of school girls.
-..
a
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ana
new
i.t.
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.u. tu.
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...k
Signs Of The Time
untried field with its ample capital and eauioment that field Un thi vrv mnortant aubiect and The roads
are in very good condi
its chances for development
is JJ.fortunate
and
contention is strongly backed up tion now as the "Road Gang with
their
x
i
.Ju.. the tractor and grader have graded
y Bucnl mtfl s rt
Deuer man ine averaflre.
vin t?rtau,i. wiwr
U
I
fin..
x tic wiitury magazine suu uuvuiu L .
New Mexico in 1923 is to have a real test for oil. On the Wirt. wr Corresoondent and Orean- - road from Grants to Ramah by way
averages quoted above the chances are five to one in favor of izer for the Near East Relief. Press of Inscription Rock which was re- success. With such companies as the Midwest iAaHino- - tho Ho. comment in the large metropolitan cently "signed" by the Commercial
. dailies Speak Of this health address viuw io- ut- vex guuuJ wuuuuu muiI s.u
4.1. - .1
volnnmonf off or- a mnaf fVinrmiyVi
m w.vs. .
o- wuauccs 1U1
.in' ?a m Hnmka, n9 tAimih
follows: "The Headliner of the kMnfftfi
success are materially increased.
me Dest on me entire through this country.
program,
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than the price of the entire season JUDGE JOHN SCHAUER'S
MAC ADOODLE AND
COURT ENJOYS DULL WEEK
ticket;" 'Mia Lowe will be long remembered:" 'Made a orofound im
health
of
"If the general
Judge John Schauer reports that his
Samuel D. Nicholson. United States Senator for Colorado, pression;"
this town is not better-i- will not be court has been exceedingly dull for
is dead. Woodrow Wilson, in keeping with his old time die the fault of Miss Lowe." Don't think this week. "There seems to be a lull
tatoriAl flntirs. Vina wired tho flnvprnnr nf Cn.nradn to onnninf that this address is a dry lecture, It in bootlegging," said the' Judge, "and
v. - ri-.-It tg tne maybe our officers have succeeded in
is nothmz of the kind.
TTucfnn TUmnomi fn
eAna,. ,ant T.,aj
convincing the hooch makers that our
'
Governor had finished reading the message from Wilson, he
laws are made to
and not to
PAW-WILSO- N

DAILY AND SUNDAY

t
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received anotner dictatorial message irom raw's
the Mighty MacAdoodle, asking .for the appointment of
"t
tlL
son-in-la- w.

Mor- -

moan CUmmatIi
to do? He is "between the devil and the deeD blue sea
Woodrow Wilson MUST have his way. Mac Adoodl MUJ5T
have his way. They harp on their democracy, vet both an
the world's greatest egotistical Political dictators. Th finl.
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on a business trio and passes thru

Gallup, a very special arrangement Colo- thefSeCofr8.e.ing1eas manv as
.,U.inn in nnitr inthat
this great treat
possible may share

Chief Prohibition Enforcement Officer
- ...
A. un
j
iu ii eniorcemenct oincers to, arrest
uiueis
uajriico
parties who may be found drinking intoxicating liquors on
trains. Mr. riaynes should have issued such orders sooner.
Just the other week one of Gallup's local prohibition officers
found a bottle of whiskey in a state room which was occupied
by a man, a woman and a dog. The Santa Fe local officer re
moved the dog, while the prohi officer removed the liquor.
Since that time, so we are informed, the Santa Fe officer has
been discharged from service because the prohi officer removed the bottle. The next time the prohi officer finds whiskey
v uiijr tram ne win noi oniy remove tne Dottle, but also the
IT

ZJZll

m.
Mta a dollar
t
nm.w
With Mr.
each sinele admission.

ft Sfor

f?"::.
wcmi,

ZJZJK

secured from either ner or any mem
be' of ner committee.

WOOL MARKET

WG UP
PRO
WITH REPUBLICAN
TECTION WAGES IN
CREASE AND PRICES OF
MATERIAL

CONTINUES

WE ARE WILLING: There are
BOSTON, March 24. The
mm;
of the United States who want MacAdoo for our next nresi- - Commercial Bulletin Saturday
' dent. If we must have a Democrat next time we
are willino- says:
ior juacAaoo to nave it. The American1L neon e we nut n . "The wool market is in a
,.,-ti,-

-

l'a maIiai'i

.mml

A.

-

A

HID

obey
break," continued the Judge. "Any
way, I have enjoyed a dull week and
have taken advantage of the ' dull
times to read up and find that the
sentiment in favor of law enforcement
is increasing all over the country. II
am very much pleased to note that!
Chief Haynes is now going after the
habit of drinking on trains. I am also
pleased to note that the governor of
Pennsylvania i making a success oil
lew enforcement in his state."

FIRST WITH THE NEWS

In the Big Sunday Herald you will .find the
world's best comic pages in colors, the finest

EASTER MILLINERY "
The Summers' Millinery
request
that we state they have been too busy
to write an Easter advertisement, but
that their stocks of Easter goods are
complete with the finest and lovliest
The
styles ever shown in Gallup.
goods are on display today, Saturday,
and tonight Call early to get pick

magazine section, the foremost news features;
the only
Sunday newspaper published in New Mexico.
;
up-to-d-

and choice.

Mrs. H. Freeman returned Sunday
from her visit to Kansas.

When in Albuquerque visit The New Albuquerque Herald building. See the southwest' finest

Hon. David O. Garcia came in Wed
nesday from his ranch at Atarque.

newspaper plant.

The work of remodeling the Page
hotel into the Page office building is
going on just as fast as carpenters
can do the work. '

a.

W

As
go to press, Friday noon, we
mind and the low point in the learn we
of the death of the mother of
the American people at least 50 years of disturbed and un- - market appears to have been Mrs. C. B. Chambers. The remains
sound business policies, yet if that is what the American neonl passed.
Manufacturers are were shipped to Illinois for burial.
want they should get it.
more
or less steadily in We
,
buying
are glad to note that Mr. G. W.
number of cases, and are Summers
is able to take walks about
THE PRESIDENT : The President of r.ha TTnitoH sfafaa showing interest in a wide the streets, going out whenever the
has power to adjust the tariff. If anv nart or nrnviamn nf tho number of grades. The ad weather permits. He was sick a long
with flu, and being over 80 years
tariff should be found workincr to disadvantao-- tVio PraaiHant vance m wages by the Amen timeage,
made his case a hard one to
can fix the schedule so that it will not place too heavy a tax can Woolen company has had of
handle.
on consumers. The President is- now lookino- - into th motto a strengthening effect upon the
m
,
:
j
"'"v' imaiKeis aiiui ilnie- rxurein
From every angle, the j financial
mar
ui ingn priced
sugar.
showing of the Harding administrabotn
and
secondkets,
primary
tion is a most creditable one. Pro
a wir
h n trA All ah mirn a
.
an oiiuiYii
,
..
"J"
rising
never before in the history of
j nff
LEGAL SPIRITS bably
n
jt.iu
i
i
ii
ham
uauionan
nis, " "V tti
.ii. the country
txoiiaon
.i... wim
j ciosmg
'
has the taxpayers' dol
.. --tl.
wntwncy,
nmmla matrix in tv,a
v
i
ia
"v
wmie nrires nrartipallv hsrlr nn the lar been to closely scrutinized,
no civil license, ."
had been issued, yet in the name legal,
and its expenditure made to yield so
of "spiritual
ism the marriage was legal. This reminds us that the dif- January level.
large a return in actual value. The
the
there
"In
been
has
west,
result is shown not only in the treaference between ukulele and Bhillalah is the difference besome buying in southern Utah sury balances and the steady reduc
tween shillalah and ukulele.
at 43 to 44 Va cents and in Ari tion of the nations debt, but in In;v
and prosperity
.J;;:
zona at 50 to 51 Yt cents, while creased confidence
throughout the business world. ' In
SOME
it takes a drunken man to get more on less buying continues our
federal government and in our
off some real wit. A drunken man was wondering if it is just in California on about the same rivets
affairs, we are all feeling the
as far from Chicago to New York as it is from New York to parity. There are no feigns of enef it of the intensive business
ad
ministration that President Earning
Chicago, why Js it so much farther from Christmas to New easier prices anywhere in the cad
his advisers are giving
Year than from New Year to Christmas?
west today.
(Neb.) Tribune,

ICE CREAM AT
5 CENTS A PINT

e

For Easter Sunday
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With Every Purchase of One' Pint of Ice Cream At
Regular Price We wUJ Give One Extra Pint for
5

Cents.
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"SAY IT WITH ICB CRSAH"
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needs no wires4 outside the building. Small LOOP AEIilAL HT3 ON TII3 TAa
ft-Wva mn.it.AHt.n hook it un. OPERATES A f 35.00. IIAONAVOS LOUD SF2AKL-- 2
arl,
tvTTTrnnT kytp a a WPT JFin ATTON and brinrs in the tones 'from far, distant stations clear
in Jwur
djj"
enough to be heard throughout an ordinary house. If interested will demonstrate MAGNA
VOX
set
ITSELF.
including
Complete
home. THE ALTA RADIO PHONE TALKS FOR
'
,
LOUD SPEAKER $275.00.' Terms.
)
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i

"
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EXCLUSIVE AGENT
OUT OF THE BIBLE i

OLD TIMER GONE

LITTLE JIGGS

Zahn, age 78, died at St. Mary
hospital Monday night, after a short
illness due to old age and flu. Mr.
Zahn had resided for the last several
years at Sanders, Arizona, where he
was engaged in business. For many
years he wa sengaged in business in
Gallup at the place where the C. C.
Manning business is now located. Mr.
Zahn owned the property where the
C. C. Manning's business is now carried on..
t
A wife and several children "survive.
At this time only one of the children
can be located, Miss Hortense Zahn

' As cute as
ever a pup ever was, as smart as any
bull could be, but he met his Water
loo. Being a bit too Irtsky cost mm
his life. Feeling that all men were

B.

F.

T

Probably the most youthful player

ttt.le Jiirfffl is no more.

on the screen makes his camera debut in 'Thorns and Orange Blossoms,"

nmiaari him to nlace over- confidence in himself and everything
else.
Venturing too near an auco

ku fnifiili

truck, his ypung life was crushed out
Members of the Style Shop were
fhrnnm
into liana nief bv the Sudden
i
taking away of little Jiggs, and his
vitm
r.xarlinikv. re
fused to' be comforted; until her hus
band went out and purchased anotner
at American Falls, Idaho.
bull, a member of the same family of
Mr. Zahn was a man who said very little Jiggs, and now it's Lady Bug,
little about his own, affairs. Yet he instead of Jiggs, when you visit the
ORUISVICK
was a man who was public spirited
Style Shop.
and liberal
Burial was made at Gallup.
The managers of the C. N. Cotton
Ratlin Department inform
TRIAL
BOOTLEGGER'S
THE
are receiving inquiries
us that
they
V
lived in irOm piBCeS UVCr WIS Bj...M.t
RECORDS
Phaa. rtoPalma. who
muuimna skAllf.
mat-- ,
Air.
in The
fiatnff
B(ivrtiged
had
.OTWW
WW "
Gallup, now of Santa Fe, has
Thnradav of this
some observations in the U. S. Court n.U..M DnnilH
mum in Santa Fa. and hainr a clav week inquiries were received from
about
worker, he made a clay model of "The Santa Rita, New Mexico, asking
also informed
Bootlegger's Trial," and sent it to several sets. We are
his old friend, Jimmy uiatcioua ox we that radio sets are sold just about as
White Cafe. . It is a master piece. It fast as they can be received. It ap
tha Knotlftirffer before the pears that the Kaaio ueparcment ui
doins "a land of
Is
Judge receiving his sentence. r k r.fAn ant
Complete. Federal
In the back ground is shown "Justice." fice business" in radios, and that it
blind, and the Judge saying: "90 days, pays to advertise in ine uaiup ner-alclerk of the
"
Some eta 7" The Jury, the.
You
court, jugs, bottles,, and such and as
fim
lant
October, the report
V wcaaav
the prisoner heard the verdict his hat
RECORDS
flew off.
says, Edward Costetti, alias De Kearof grapes and
We
Jimmv is showing the clay piece ney, bought a shipment
we undercheck
in
his
payment,
but
gave
to his friends. It carries mute,
that the check was for some-fv,,'- n
... t
eloquent message of "The Bootleg- stand liira S2.mo and that the bank
ger's Trial."
on which the check was drawn, re
tiou
B. W. Carrington, manager of the fused to honor the check, bherm
L. G. SHANKLIN
received word Tnursaay tnai
Ford and Lincoln car agency of Gal- Mvers
Furniture lup, reports that he has just received h' man was beine held by Albuto
Hardware
Mr. Myers went
a car load or Ford cars, also a car load querque officials.
ue
of Ford parts. Mr. Carrington says Albuquerque yesteraay to orcng
to
back
Gallup.
tourist
Kearney
a
great
that he anticipates
business this season, and is preparing
i GALLUP LOCALS
mo Torain. manager of the Yer- for it.
Radio & Electric Shop, report that
sin
AND HAPPENINGS
to her advertisements in The
Only the largest and best com- answersHerald have come in from Art-esithis agency, Gallup
are
by
represented
panies
FIRE WEDNESDAY MORNING
New Mexico, and other places.
assuring you or prompt and satisfacin case of loss. Chas. Mrs. Yersin believes in advertising, as
settlement
tory
Fire broke out in the old Joe Schau-- W. Davis Insurance Agency. Phone evidenced by her liberal advertise
tne resurra
er building at Third street puerco 248. Adv.
ments in The Herald, ana
nr jnL An
bridge early Wednesday morning and
are very grainying.
Anderson were readers to write or, call on Mrs. ier-si- n
destroyed the house and contents, m.
'- - 0
MU fianm
llil . .mi Mm
valued at about $2,000. Cause of the in from Thoreau Wednesday shopping
when considering the purchase
fire is unknown.
and transacting business. They were of a radio set.
nxriatArafl at the Nash automobile
The front of the house was
TITtlliofHa nf til A WilliflTllS Mil"
1el
ied by Luie Usnic. Other parties con- agency of Chas. Iehl while in town.
a very nice Easter ad- in
rear.
carried
the
restaurant
ducted a
linery,
BonO.
ner line numnwy
ll
or
Fred
Jacob
Mrs.
Mr.
to
and
Rnm
The fire threatened the
vertisement
k'AV. March" 29. Fred was last
week's Herald, and now Mrs.
property just across the street, 4amsi
tcmo hohv
hcw; M"j,
force nave
but when the fire company got into 'all smiles and ordered some pink an tir:ii:.B cn.ro aha and herorder
to. fill
action, further danger of spreading nouncement cards irom ine neraias to work early And late in
the wants for caster naw.
was prevented.
job department.
This was one of the fires were
wm
..ahawt. la wnrth haTfn it
parents
"everything went wrong," as one of Mr. aad Mrs. George Miller,
in
worth
protected by an insur
the
is
are
R.
being
city
E.
of
Mrs.
Frost,
Brentari
said.
Dan
sprained
the boys
ny win awitjr.
written
ance
home
Manchester,
at
policy
to
their
enroute
a
in
ditch,
his right ankle. Others fell
it now." Phone, call or write.
one got tangled with the hose but all Iowa after a long visit in uuuornia. "Do
Chas. W .Davis Insurance Agency,
worked hard to get the fire under
.A MVa W ft. r.nl1in
motor-- 203 W. Coal Ave., Phone 248. Adv.
M.
rw
T4i. anu
control.
o
ed over to Albuquerque Saturday, Mr.
.,.
rw Auir T.fiolrav and wife of Thor- Collins to look alter ousiness matters,
LOCATES IN GALLUP
nrara in Callus Wednesday look
aan
friends.
Mrs. Collins to visit with
business matters. Dr. Luck- after
ing
H. W. Atkins, a graduate of the
is
the
closed
company pnysician xor me
Cafe
today
is
ey
Th. Manhattan
"
Missouri University Law Schools, has
re- - McKinley Land & LumDer company.
nA. nvn viva wnrkmpn time- to The
located in Gallup for the practice of HI viuci
his profession. He has offices in the novate and overhaul the interior.
raturned from his
M
V. .. Vffnn haa While still a young Cafe will be closed about ten aays.
Page building.
In Los Angeles where he
long
stay
considerable
had
has
Atkins
Mr.
man,
l U.i .Tnaonh Art- - was under the care of a specialist. Mr.
t l- experience in practice before the
28. Mr. Art-te- Cotton is looking well and says that
March
state
Missouri,
of
his
esi
a baby boy,
native
courts in
Shoe Store he is in fine health.
Paris
the
Las
that
Vegas
besides several months at
says
new
make
his perman- now has a
manager.
before he decided to
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. O'Brien are due
ent home in Gallup. ,
leave for Los Angeles, their future
to
card
in
U
of
n,
a
receint
Miinlnv
rj, v
a Mr. O'Brien has been with
home.
while
u
written
MftpAHams.
t
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Sabin, parents
Fe at Gallup for some
Santa
tha
a
is
Mac
making
of C. M. Sabin and Mrs. H. E. Mac was in Japan.
time.
Phenicie, are in Gallup enroute home tour of the world.
at Manchester, Iowa, from their visit
The McKinley County Abstract and
to California.
Mrs. Sigmund Haas is visiting in
T
the sale r
r ...til Qifvmiinft anvtt
i.m.huit r.omnanv reDort
ll
of four lots on West Coal to Joseph that if she stays much longer
a
.U aVo
Ti
i T
Artesi.
D6 going 10 liOng .oeacne wv.
STRAND PROGRAM
MnvaV ii hiiildinB a brick re
v,
the m&rri- Qih a n or rpnorhi
vTAtra
UUgO awaawwwa.
T
J
sidence near the High school build ae-of Frank T. rarnswoixn,t ana
Blanche Lovett, both oi winsiow.
FOR NEXT WEEK
ing.'
Dan Brentari is limping around be- Mrs. Emma Moore and daughter,
onrninad ankle which he M4
SUNDAY .
f ii "f
Marv Moore, aoent the week
GAUDS
,
fell heir to at the fire Wednesday end in Albuquerque last ween.
.v,;'.:'
.'April 1 W 'jiv-'
morning.
Lupino Lane's Great Five Reel
Mrs. W. E. Sawyer is due to leave
Comedy
Dr. J. W. Stofer has a new car
on an extended visit to points in ex-aHUSBANDS"
Iehl
FRIENDLY
Nash Carriole from the Chas.
and Indiana.
"FIGHTING BLOOD",
.y
agency.
Series, Round No. 1
'
'
Mrs. Jack Stewart visited in AlSpeed No. 7
buquerque Saturday.
'
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Our Assortment of
BRUNSWICK
Phonographs
Very

OIL RIG BURNED
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Want
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For Easter,
Have Them
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MONDAY

Repeating

April 2
Sunday's

THOREAU NEWS
Program

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
r
April 3 and 4 :
The Great Fox. Super Special
"WHO ARE MY PARENTS?"
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
April 5 and 6
"THORNS AND ORANGE
BLOSSOMS"
Buster Keaton in

"THE PLAYHOUSE"

April 7
Big Boy Williams in
"THE FRESHIE"
' Sunshine Comedy
.

(Herald Correspondence)
Ben Harvey was a Farmington visi
tor last week.
U. rA UTrW Tno flriffahv. of Bran- son, Colorado are stopping a few days
at the Hotel Edwards.
Mrs. Geo. Anderson was shopping
in Gallup Thursday of last week.
Mrs. C. D. Byrne spent Tuesday at
Seven Lakes visiting Mrs. J. B. Far- ris. Mrs. C. E. Moore visited at Baca on
Sunday and Monday.
W E. Macker and E. J.
Moore were shopping in Gallup one
day last. wees.
Mr. Pitta, of: Albuaueraue was in
Jhoreau Tuesday on business.
"

,

iriiM

SATURDAY

J'.
.,

WATCH OUT FOR

"STRANGERS' BANQUET"

.U amitn enienawea m
her guests Tuesday night' for dinner; Mrs. J. D. Potts, Mr. B. I. Stapes
nil
ImMn taiM.
Miaa Marv Fiermeier arrived last
Sunday from Ueraany. bm wiu reana ro.
pain witn ntr parents Air.
Irank Smidtmayer for some time.
1UXS.

'

Li

V
8

o

200 DIFFERENT TIRE
MAKES I Buy
CI1rfiiam anil

OVER

,
'

the rest that's
our, exparianca.

CARRINGTON

OTQ

CO.

GALLUP, NEW MEX.

-

Sheriff Lou Meyers brought in two
Indians Wednesday from the Seven
Lakes country, the Indians being
charged with burning the rigging of
an oil company. One of the Indians
was let go, while Judge Schauer ordered the other one held for more evidence.

.

the visualization of Bertha M. Clay's
love story to be seen at the Strand
Theatre next Thursday and Friday.
Baby Adams, two weeks old, and
of his final name only, since
Sossessor
had not yet occurred,
was selected to play the part of the

YOUR EYES

infant that succeeded in touching the
heart of the Spanish songster. On

tha aamnrf iav of tha child's aDDear- ance, Eve Unsell, scenario chief at the
Schulberg studios, omctaiiy took tne
infant under her wing. When Direc- tnr Raania waa raadv to shoot he
could not find neither scenarist nor
V
infant
..
"Bov. m find Adams and Eve."
;
shouted the director.
Whereupon a practical minded cau
boy electrified visitors in the adjoining gardens by going about shouting, "Call for Adams and Eve!"
o
WELL PLEASED WITH
HIS GREBE CR-- 9 BA0IU

Your eyes, like your teeth,
should be examined at least once
cause they are so sensitive to
various strains.
Your doctor will tell you that
they are the most delicate, organs of the body and at the
same time the most abused.
Many people complain of
headaches when the real source
of the trouble can be placed directly to defective vision.
When this is corrected in time
no ill effects result But many
people continue to put off taking care of their eyes until the
optical nerve becomes strained
and weakened to such an extent
that the eye is irreparably damaged.
Have your eyes examined at
your first opportunity. Our
charges are reasonable.

J. A. MeGradv. of Santa Rita, who
recently purchased a Grebe CR-- 9
radio opt from C. N. Cotton Comoanv.
was so well pleased with his outfit,
that he could not wait to write, but
telegraphed, "Well pleased witn raiao,
giving best of satisfaction," which
shows that this excellent , macine is
niaoaimr avarv nurchaser. This en
terprising firm sent Mr. McGrady a
Magnavox Lua speaker mesaay,
which will give just as good satisfaction as the radio set.
.T M. Williams of Zuni was in Gal
lup Thursrday transacting business.

L PARKE SELLARD
REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
Post Office Building
New Mexico

Gallup,

o

At Same Stand for Past Five
r. u TtAllmkina Is now with the
Years
New Mexico Ice and Produce Com
The family of Ramos in Gallup are pany, in the clencal department.
in receipt of the sad news of the death
Vohn nf tha ftallun Kahn stores
of Pedro Ramos which occurred in
few days of this
Oceanside, Cal., a few days ago. Ped- was in Albuquerque a
ro Ramos was the father of Joe week on business.
Ramos.
A.Jt rtiat. Attv. J. W. Chanman
o
in' Albuquerque during last week
was
Front
of
O.
V. Baird.
Mrs.
the
Weil
Says
Street Racket Store, returned last looking after legal matters.
reweek from a month's visit with
ALBUQUERQUE,' March 27.
T,r Pnaanhlnm nf Denver has been
latives at Los Angeles and Long
in Gallup several days visiting with
A party of men from the
Beach, California.
the Style Shop family.
San Juan basin were in the
Miss Edith Atkinson left this week
returnedT from city Wednesday, and while
t . iirff . rhnmhara
wM.iv7ww has
for a visit with her sister at Trindad,
business visit to points in tne here were shown about by Sidhis
leave
will
there
from
and
Colorado,
for a trip east where she expects Pecos Valley.
ney M. Weil,". the promoter for
to spend the summer.
the Santa Fe Northwestern
Wednext
meet
mv,
r.liih
If UlltH" U vw
tUV Vanan'i
ses railroad, which there is some
Um rial A riv. Mm. Adnlnh Jar- - nesday at the City Club in regular
talk of extending into Farmmillo and Jesus Ramos have returned sion.
from Los Angeles where they went to
ington.
from
la
Buffering
Vatnar
failllC. AfcCV..
attend the last sad rites at the funto
confined
Weil stated that the men
and
flu
the
of
a
relapse
eral of their dear mother.
SAD NEWS

n.

Albuquerque After
San Juan Railroad
Sidney

'

VI

nl

his bed.

'

FOR RENT 14 Rooms, furnished.
-- Apply at 500 Front Street.

Mn Rnrtha Fenton was a visitor in
Albuquerque a few days ago.
t TTMi fiti'no'lav ia hnildinir a eleven M- - .nH Mm. W. H. Collins visited
II.
room residence on Mesa avenue.
in Santa Fe during the week.
COMING
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
GROVER PHILLIPS
TO THE Keia TtlBiAinci MRS.

twtit

tha Alhtinueraue Her
ald Thursday morning and found that
editorial mention was maae oi wnarue
nanr bvwV "The Pilerim."
rkonlin'a
0
UUdyilH D "VTf n!pfliri.
To get editorial mention in a metro
compu-nnHn- a
to
mat
is
say
politan daily
flriven
a
C IllUkUl J IW-'- V ia
ni..nnthinr. In other words, money
can't buy such compliments.
Now comes the El Paso Herald witn
a complimentary notice of Charlie, and
it must be ome picture.
The Kex rneatre oi uauup wm ym- free-crrati- s-

Phillinn
r waa taken sud- morniriB and
her physician ordered her to St. Mary
hnanitai where her case was pro
nounced acute appendicitis. Surgical
operation was penormea aunng m!

Wlia

j i..

n.nav

iiij.vi.v.
aariv FriHav

w.eu
day morning, ana last reports
that she was doing as well as could

be expected.

'

,

, ,

Grover. fhiuips is aiso reponeu m
with the flu.
.

Mian Mavfield is buildins an apart
Pil-ment house on East Coal Avenue.

i.
rk.lia Phanlin in The
grim," next Thursday and Friday,
April 5 ana o. JH,essrs. uarre
Garrett, the managers, say that plenty
of extra seats wil be provided.
The El Paso Herald says in part:
rkiilii Ckanlin hue nmduced lone- k.it ha nver turned out
one with more laughs to the foot than
"The Pilgrim," his newest picture.
the
f'Tkfl
rkonlin cnirture tells
,
au
story of a convict who makes his
u
excuaugea
a
escape Irom
prison,
nok 4nr tha hnhiliaments of a
in
minister
swimming, and mistaken
for the new parson in a smau town
Inasmuch as a pickpocket
ohurch.
that once occupied a cell with the
escaped convict, is in the same town,
and Chaplin is assigned to board with
urn
n has a 2nrettv daughter
VVMV
1UV
a MtidAm
Ln4.k
Via faiia In lave Edna Pur-tne
viance) one Can reamiy imagine
as well as
nnfnn(flaa
AW. rnmadv
h.l'IMVd for
UJV.
the struggle of the former convect to
redeem himseii tor tne sane oi
hia activities When his
aananiallv
MVV.1.V
former pal roos tne wioow oi ner ov
msrs to lilt tne mortgage.
"Collections in church, races with
ivtwnani
hnnnnn naeia
droned care'
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lJ.IVV.B
small hovs. hnttlea of bootkv
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oi aencuna aim
pocketsr.hAnlin
leg in tne
Aida to en- fh iiannl
tertainment furnish the laughter for
the picture anu it is, as usuai witn
Yiki.nli-- 1
fha sort nf lamrhter that
comes from where laughter should
emanate ana makes one leei newer
after it is out.
'The Mexican border figures in the
picture, with Chaplin about to seek
"naaoa and nuiat" over the line awav
tram TT. S officers, when he runs into
a bunch of bandits and retreats. When
he decides to take a train lor uevirs
n,.1.h Tiitqi th location of the nic- ture, he runs down a long list of
names on a raiiroaa sign on wmca at
Paso appears prominently.
r!hanliii fatii ara not voinv to ha
disappointed and those who do not
ne
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any, may
U were
like
Chaplin,
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that una u so auxerent tner wiu usw
nt anynow."
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All the new Fifth Avenue
styles, in the latest patterns
from American and overseas
v
mills. Prices the same as
you'd pay for any stylish cap
and you get "SUKtm i a"
unrivalled comfort.
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Be sure and attend the Sacred
Heart Junior musical entertainment
at Kitchen opera house Thursrday
night, April 5.

A slight pull, and your
" is tighter or
" SURE-FI-

..ri-v-

.

nt

strap (hidden above the visor)
works the same way as a belt

If

VT

VV

were not in the city on any
particular business with the
railroad project, but are merely visitors here. They were
guests at the luncheon of the
Kiwanis club. ,
v
The members of the party
were R. J. Schmalhausen,"vice-presideof the Jennings Engineering company, who is. doing some work in the San Juan
basin; Frank A. Burdick, attorC A.
ney of Farmington;
Brown of La Plata, N. M., and
F. J. Heathers, banker and
stockman of San Juan county.

Important: Our better grade
are specially
"
treated so that they iishea
showers. Thus they keep
their shape, last longer, look
better, and give you ioo
comfort on a rain day.

"SURE-FITS-

ANDthat'sonlyone

r

"SURE-FIT- "

reason
is the

why
world's mostcomfbrtablecap.

No elastic to bind the fore- head. The simple adjusting

j

"SURE-FT- F
M.

Man

w,

an

The World's Most
Comfortable

CAP 11L
AT YOUR DEALER'S
-- or write to the makers,
Ploe&.Levy,702 B'way.N.Y.

.

ADJUSTABLE .
HtyMiMlliiaw
iblaHrap, to your
agfjrias
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the bride'a mo
c: 4. L.-i- ? be :s M
easy to imagice v triors Uttle l!"s I
1 1
V1
strict!
nctrar.;;:ri.:3.
daurhUr sot. engaged.
Patmotherly advice iirama,
ed
wD only b8
Now, we cant call that first bride riarch, gave her daughter, in thca
our great and plua. grandmother to early weeks of the honeymoon while HAILHOAD
IZZl? tZZ,A
in payment of cne wty
the modern American Indian. How. the groom was being tested' under
tickets at normal one way fares
- ever, that first bride arranged her mother's rooftree.
Or round trip at double
i
ft
marriage sometmnjr like this:
love
"If you dont really
him,
"Mother," she probably aaid, to her daughter dear," mother probably aaid,
RIDS C3 YCU3FAC2 one way rates. They will not
TO
mamma, one evening, when the two "why just tell me, and we u put nis
be sold' to children under 12
were resting on the veranda of their boots out, one night. Remember,
27. years of age. They will not be
March
aLETJOUERUE..
had
mother
been
apartment after
busy dearest, this
is a serious
The Santa Fe Railroad Com- - accepted in payment of tickets
all day superintending repairs to the business too marriage
serious for a- woman
'roof
adobe
of the fifth story of the to spend her life with somebody, who oany furnishes the following which are sold at reduced rates
fine, new, modern apartment house.
doesn't just suit"
information regarding inter either round trip or. one way.
"Yes, daughter?" replied, mother.
And in some cases, in that early so changeable scrip books to be They will not be accepted in
while you were up
"Mother,
where divorce was easy, the
on the roof, I noticed young Red Fea ciety
placed on sale May 1st, 1923; payment of excess baggage, or
. '
daughter replied:
as
The face1 value .' of these other, baggage charges. They
he
sandstone
carried
the
up
ther,
he
Red
all
isn't
Feather
"Mother,
blocks. Mother that lad has a fine
wil be $90 and they will will not be good on the Grand
books
set of muscles, and he easily climbs seemed to me. I dont like the way
sold
at J72.00, limited to one Canyon Railroad n Arizona.
as
he
be
raindeer
bones
handles
his
he
ladder
the
without losing his breath. eats his luncheon
on my
He
gets
from
date of sale.
Will
Scrip will be honored on train
I rather fancy him, mother.
year
you
nerves." mamma. Besides, he doesnt
in addition to only from non-agenEach
book,
stations
let me bring him home for a hus- weave
'the fine white blankets that I
band
or where station is not open for
the
signature
personal
bearing
clan
ceremonies."
wear
at
like
to
Mother considered. For she loved
sale . of tickets. Scrip
"That settles it," said Mamma, the of the purchaser must bear his the
her daughter very much. And, having
and
san
or
will not be bullentined
her
head
feller's
books
Matriarch.
put
that
"Ill
and
photograph,
herself;
experienced matrimony
shoulders sufficiently plain for or duplicated if lost, mislaid or
having put aside two husbands, in the dais out the apartment door
And she did. Putting sandals
easy divorce of the period, she had
the purpose of identification. stolen, nor will any refund be
the door was a signal for son-ilearned man and wisdom.
The photograph should be
made on such account. Further'
to
in
borne
law
to go
mother
"What you say is interesting,
disgrace.
inches wide and 1
inches information may be ' obtained
been
retortwho
To go home as one
had
daughter dear," she probaply
ed. "We will go to see young Red called, but found wanting. In other long, on thin paper which can from any ticket agent.
Feather's mother. If you don't like words, he was divorcedabsolute dehim well settle his hash pretty quick- cree. The daughter tried again. If
ly. Thank the lord women aren't the more pleased this time she told her
slaves of this old. matrimony like they mother so. Then in this way mother
are in those lowdown, wandering probably answered.
tribes where the squaws carry the
"All right, my dear, your happiness
babies and the bundles on their backs, in life is all that I want If Purple
but never have a word to say in tribe Feather suits you better than Red,
council."
why, I'll get right to work. Ill build
No premiums nor fancy
So, next day, Mother, the Matriarch you a nice
apartment, nght
advertising.
Always a
took an afternoon off and she and her next to my own. where I keep your
full
can
of fine
house
an
to
went
and
And
apartment
father
the youngsters.
daughter
you
a few miles off, where dwelt the shall have two nice dark rooms be
baking powder at . an
Those old hind our apartment to store corn and
mother of Red Feather.
honest price.
never
within the roots in against a famine season, just
Indians never
fails!
Beof
circle
the apartment house,
like mother has in her flat."
Write for
Cook Book
cause, since one clan owned the house
That was the way they managed the
v
in communism, through the mother
it's FREE!
in those Indian settlements
marriages
was considered of
holders,
long ago; when women led religious
Rumford Chemical Works
too much like marriage between near dances,
' East St. Louis, 111.
praying for rain, for the corn,
blood relations.
for peace, lor their homes and good
Mamma and daughter, after inspec hunting, for their men when
they sent
tion decided to take on Red Feather them forth to hunt For then
men
Then
for a husband.
began prelimi did the hunting. And though mother
was
nary ceremonies. The trousseau
built the walls, she also built the stew.
started. But again the suffragists Because in
those days the wise old wo
may smile, for it was not the bride's men knew how
important to the
mother the matriarch, who sat down health of those babies
of their's was
and planned and sewed, now that her the
proper cooking.
darhne was to become a bride. An,
That they were peaceful, living tono!
They managed things differently
gether
quietly in comfort, and that
was
in those good old days.
It
stored up enough grain
they
cannily
of
the
father
the
heart
bless your
each:
to do them over famines
groom, who got out his whitest cotton shouldyear
famines come, is probably
and spun and sewed and wove a trous
where modern feminist will rub her
seau for his son's bride!
hands in satisfaction again.
While he wove, often, for such
feminine nature, the bride and her "Ah, yes" she may say, very pleas.
mother inspected his work. Toward eu an yes: Because then it was a
the end, the groom's father called in Matriarchy, you see no war. no star
his friends, other men his own age. vation since women managed things
who gathering in a sort of quilting then. For then, of course, it was
party, working together on the trous mother ruled the roost."
When Columbus discovered Anwr.
seau like busy little bees.
Then, after weeks, the bride and ica this particular apartment house
her mother came again. They didn't then had been ruins for at least a
PROMPT DELIVERY
PHONE 64
bother to bring father. Poor old papa thousand years.' Maybe, so say other
was only a man, you see, and he was scientists, they had been ruins for
'
n
needed back home, at the apartment, live times a thousand years.
f
to watch over the bride's little brothers and sisters, to keep them from
falling off the veranda down into the FORD CAR OUTPUT
(
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Gallup

IS AT A NEW MARK

W.

SHORTAGE
PRODUCTION

i

w,ti.

t.n j-

,
iuu,uuu line.
,
lhis sales record bears out nredi.
ctions made at the opening of the year
umi an acute snortage in Ford cars
is certain and this shortage is expected to be felt within the next two
months with the increased volume of
car buying which is always attendant
upon tne spring months
Even the high production schedule
set at the Ford Motor Company's factory here, which will reach 6,000 cars
and trucks a day about Aoril 1. will
be unable to meet the apparent de
mand for Ford products.

He

O

Anticipating a great increase in the

NCOLN
T

O

R.

C

A

R.

demand for Ford cars, during

8

To own a Lincoln Motor Car is to immediately exper
ence the highest measure of satisfaction. In road perform'
ance, in comfort, in beauty of design and finish there
is nothing left to be desired.
With each succeeding mile of service this satisfaction
grows with the fuller realization that the Lincoln gives
all that can be required of an automobile.

.
v

'

.

CAMNGTOBI MOTOR CO.
FOUID

and LINCOLN AGENCY

the

pre-

sent year the factory here laid plans
for increasing production to the 6,000
car a day schedule and since Jan
uary first had been Constantly speed
ing up manufacture to reach this fie
ure. Demand so far, has been, of such
great proportions as to absorb nearly
all production, and stocks in hands of
dealers are at present the lowest they
'
have been in months.
February sales of 116,080 cars were
made in the face of unfavorable wea
ther conditions in many sections of
the country which tied up frieght
traffic and prevented many deliver
This was particularly
true
ies.
throughout the Northwest, the north
ern tier of states and in New Eng
land. In Califorian, too, cold weather
during a part of the month had its ef'
fect upon car sales. .
yet with even these unfavorable
conditions, the February sales. topped
those of January by 15 per cent and
set a new high record for
'.,.
'
selling.""1 v."
With February the eleventh month
in which Ford car sales' have gone
over the 100,000, the total for this
period is close to 1,250,000 cars.
Peak car sales .usually are reached
during the summer months with drops
in the fall and winter. This feature
of automobile absorption by the buying public has been completely changed during the last few months through
the actfvtttca fo the Ford dealer
wfcfcJi has rained Cm 'peak"

Old

ScBar

Is Eack

.

Seven Pawengen

Sawyer

STIMULATE

reoruary a new record for the shortest month in the year has been established. February . aales swmiU
inose oi January by more than lR.nnn
and marked the eleventh month in
which Ford sales have tooned . the

TOURING CAR

Eo

CERTAIN

DETROIT. Mich.. Man-- M
116,080 Ford car
oM at

M

maasT

PROPRIETOR

WITH DEMAND GREATER
I HAN OUTPUT, ACUTE

LI

THE

And Get the Best Meats Money Can Buy

MJDIlAtnX3tfOTI2ItT & Ca
C N. Cotton

pom

inter-marria-

Sunny Monday Soap
Waohday Friend
SPECIAL FOR TWO

2&

Bare For

Mid-wint- er

jim

year.

la Il.

M

MM

mulV

lot

.

E. W. Tambny,

Proprietor
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Why Printers Prices
WANTS
Vary More Than Other
Lines of Merchandise

UEnALD

STATE OV N'XW MEXICO

tote Caraeratiea Csastfcsiea af Nsw Mule
United

(MrtUstUM

States

W

HUMM )

of America

)SS

t "
State af Naw Mexico
It b Hereby Certified, that the annexed
hi a full, true and somplcte transcript af the
FOR QUICK
Carttffcate af BteckkeMersLiability af
SOUTHWEST SECURITIES COMPANT
Stockholder'
,
Liability)
(No
When a Quotation on printinr is
(No.
made it is priced first and manufac- with tha sndoreements lltSl)
thereon, as same ap
tured afterwards. ,
pears on flit and of record in tha office or
tha State Corporation Comtalseion.
Most other lines of merchandise the
In Testimony Whereor. trw
and
State Corporation Oommiaalon of the
is
manufactured
article
first
'
State
of Naw Male has eaojod
priced afterwards.'
tHIa certificate
to be aimed br iti
ABVUTIUNG SATIS f
ansa ssssm
Far point type Una. II
Everr estimate where the element 8EAL Chairman and the aaal of aald Com- nor Uu Cash mast a of labor and
ww
tine
.. Biulon. to be affixof at the citr
'
style enters into the total
.
of Santa Fe on tail teth dar of
M MOTfU M pay n aa
Mtr,
cost is at best a careful guess as to
March A. D. 121.

BIB

On

nk

u

that cost. The customer who gets the Attott:
A. L. MOfUUSON
best work is the one who places reClerk.
TO
Lots
BUY Resident
WANTED
the work
the
liance
upon
printer
doing
Gibson-FaLumber Co.
See
of
Stoekholdara'
Certificate
for him and allows him to produce

J. M.

LUNA.

Chainnan.
of
COMPANT
SECURITIES
SOUTHWEST
(No Stockholders' Llsbilitr)
Know All hfen Br These Presents: That
e. the andersicned and incorporators of
Southwest Securities Company (No Stock
holders' Liability) having this day duly
adopted Articles of Incorporation for said
Company and as a separate certificate thereto and for the purpose of filinv therewith.
and for tha purpose of declaring that
there shall be no stockholders liability on account of any of the authorised capital stock
of said company as may be issued, do hereby
make, surn, and acknowledge this certificate.
That in accordance with the laws of the
State of New Mexico, in such cases made
and provided, we do hereby declare that there
shall be no stockholders' liability on account
of any of the authorised capital stock of the
said company which may be by said company

w

his best effects and to charge for it
after it is done. In making an estiNew Four Room Residence for rent mate, the printer must necessarily
Gibson-FaLumber Co.
or Sale
estimate the highest price which judg
ment indicates would be possible the
cost. He would not make his busi
ness profitable if he did otherwise.
LOST On Allison Road, automo- Consequently the customer pays more
bile bumper. Finder please return to for the work than he would if the
price was made after the work was
Carrinrton Motor Co.
done, and the exact cost ascertained.
It will probably surprise the average
nerson to know that the largest con
PROFESSIONAL
tracts that are left for the production
of printing are npt placed upon the
basis of price, but absolutely upon the issued.
basis Of confidence and service, and In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set
hands and seals Ihe day and year first
the larger the contract the more these our
above written.
two items apply. From a blotter of
C. M. ROUSE
(SEAL)
F. O. BONTEMS
(SEAL)
.
LaRue Printing Company.
DENTIST:
HANS NEUMANN
(SEAL)
'
New
of
State
)
Mexico.,
Over Wurm'i Jewelry Store
5
)ss
Gallup, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
)
County of McKinley
On this 16th day of March, 1423, before me
SlUIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItllllllllllllttlllllllllllJ
Department of the Interior. U. S.
personally aoDeared C. M. Rouse. F. O. Bon- terns and Hans Nuemann, to me known to be
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
the persons described in and who executed
1923
,
March
22,
the foregoing instrument and acknowledged
EDMUND R. FRENCH
Notice is hereby given that Beatrix that they executed the same ss their free
act
and deed.
Lawyer'
C. Dubois, widow of Joaquin Dubois,
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set
Member Bar: Supreme Court United of Ramah, N. M., who, on March 9, my hand
and' official seal the day and year
entry wo. last above written.
1920, made Homestead
States, Supreme Court of New
T.ITCILE F. PEARSON,
039042 for Lots 1, 2, E
NWK, Sec- (SEAL)
Mexico.
Notary Public
14
18, Township 9 N., Range
tion
commission
September 2t, 1925
expires
My
Avenue.
205
Coal
Cffice:
filed
has
P.
M.
N.
Meridian,
tnuunstu
West,
No. U32
notice of intention to make three year
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7 Page 178
land
the
claim
to
to establish
of Stockholders of
Certificate of
Proof,
MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
SOUTHWEST SECURITIES COMPAKX
above described, before U. S. CommisStockholders'
(No
Liability)
New
Attorneys-At-Lasioner, at Ramah, McKinley Co.,
Filed In Office of
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
Mexico, on the 8 day of May, 1923.
OFFICES:
Of New Mexico
Claimant names as witnesses: ..
Mar. 20 192S; 9:80 A. M.
A. L. MORRISON.
Mexico.
Estaban
New
Francisco E. Ramariez,
Gallup,
Clerk.
Baca, Modesto Candelario, Eugenio Compared FC to ICR.
Mexico.
MEXICO
STATE OF NEW
Chavez, all of Ramah, New
State Corporation Commission of New Msxlea
AM. BERGEBE,
DR. H. M. ELLISON
Certificate ei uemparuen
Register.
)
United States of America
"
w

I J.R. GAINES
s

,

w

DENTIST

.

.
(1626)
Pub. March 31, 1923.
Last Pub. April 28, 1923.

First

Gallup Clinic Building
New Mexico

Gallup

1

THE

SDEWEE HOTEL

WANT local salespeople for new and surprising household article.
Larga immediate Profits
permanent position. If you can represent me exclusively, I

(ZUNI)

AND

RESTAURANT

DAVID

SULLIVAN, Mgr.

WILL MAKE YOU1 AN
OFFER NEVER BEFORE MADE to salespeople. Write at once
for particulars. Tell me

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

RUIZ A OVERSON

'

t

Attorseya-At-La-

I

all about yourselves.

w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

want some one who it
not afraid of work for
big CASH returns.

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

EARLE M. SELFRIDGB
531 Atlantic Avenue

The Methodist Church
Residence 800 3rd Street.
Phone No. 888.
(
At Home to the Study 8 to 1J:80 A. M.
And 7:00 to 8:80 P. M.,
At Your Service At All Hoars.

.

Pastor of

Boston 9, Mass.

mortgage or otherwise, tha loaning af money
upon real property and the taking af mortgages and assignments of mortgages of the
same; tha buying, selling and dealing in
bonds and loans secured by saorttsges or other
liens on real property.
(4) To aunufactare,
purchase or otherwise acquire toads,' msrehandise and personal property of every class, and to hold, own,
mortgage, sell or otherwise dispose of, trade,
al in and oeal srita the same.
m
To aanlv far. obtain, reelster. Pur
chase, lease or otherwise acquire, and to hold.
nss, own, operate and introduce, ana to eon,
assign or otherwise to dispose of any trade
marks, trade names, patents, inventions, improvements and processes used in connection
with or secured under letters patent of the
United States or elsewhere or otherwise, aad
to uss. exercise, develop, grant, licensee in
respect of. or otherwise to turn- to account
patents, licensee, proany such trade-mark- s,
cesses and the like, or any such property or
rights.
(() To mine, dig for, bore for, develop and
otherwise obtain from the earth petroleum,
rock or carbon oils, natural gas, other vola
tile mineral substances ana salt; to snanu-faxtirefiae. nrenare for market, bur. eell.
deal in and transport the same in the crude
or refined condition : to acquire for these purposes gaa and oil lands, leaseholds and other
interests in real estate and gas, oil ana other
rights, to construct and maintain conduits
and lines of tubing and piping for the transportation of natural gas or oil for the pub-li-e
generally ss well ss for the use of said
corporation; to transport such oil and gas
by means of such pipes, tank cars or otherwise and to sell and supply ths same to others ;
to lay, buy, lease, sell end operate pipes, pipe
lines and storage tanks to be used for the
purpose of transporting and storing oils and
gas, and of doing a general pipe line and
storage business : to construct and maintain
gas. wells, oil wells, salt wells, and refineries, and to buy, sell and deal in gas, oil
and salt: to construct and maintain all rail- wars, tramways,
telegraph and telephone
lines necessary or convenient to the proeecution of the business of the company; to cut
manufacture and sell timber from the lands
of the company: to obtain and prepare for
market such other ' valuable - minerals or
materials as may be discovered in developing
the lands of the company; to carry on in
connection with any or all of said purposes
the business of buying and selling goods,
wares and merchandise; and to do and transact all business properly connected with or
incidental to any or all of said objects and

both aa objects and powers and It la hereby
nrovided that the foregoing enum
eration of specific powers shall not be held to
or
limit
restrict in any manner tne powers
of this company.
Nothing contained in any of the provisions
of this certificate shall be construed to auth-orie- e
this company to engage in the busi
ness of banking or to do any act in contravention of the Iawa of tha said state.
'
ARTICLE V
The total authorised capital stock of this
Thousand
Hundred
be
One
shall
corporation
(I100.0S0.M) Dollars, divided into one nun- dred thousand (lOv.OM) shares of the par
value of One (11.00) Dollar each, which
stock shall be designated as common stock.
At such time or times aa the Board of Directors may, by resolution direct, said capital
stock shall bo paid into this corporation
cither in cash or by the sale or transfer to
it of real or personal property, contracts,
services or any other valuable right or thing,
for the use aad purpose of said corporation,
in which payment for which shares of the eapi-tstock ef said corporation may be issued,
and tha capital atock so issued shall thereupon
and thereby become and be fully paid up and
forever, and In the absence
of acturl fraud in the transaction the Judg
ment of the board of Directors as to tne
value of the consideration given for said
stock shall be conclusive.
ARTICLE VI.
The affairs of this corporation shall be con
ducted by a Board of Three directors and
the following named shall constitute tne
Board of Directors, to serve for the first
three months next following the Incorporation of said company, and until their successors are duly elected and hsve qualified; C.
M. Rouse, whose residence is Gallup, new
Mexico, and whose post office address is
Gallup, New Mexico; F. O. Bontems, whose
residence Is Gallup, New Mexico, ana wnose
post office sddress is Gallup, New Mexico;
snd Hans Neumann, wnose residence is
hip. New Mexico, and whose post office sd
Thereafter
dress is Gallup, New Mexico:
the Board of Directors shall be elected irom
the
of
company at
smong the stockholders
the annual stockholders' meetings to be held
on the first Mondsy of January of each
otherwise pro
year, or aa by the

nonauht

The board reserves the right to adjourn the sale from hour to hour and
day to dar and to reject any and all
bids.
H. W. YERSIN, Clerk
C. M. SABIN, President
(1624)

First Pub. March
Last Pub. April 7

24 "23
"23

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.

March8.192J

Notice is hereby given that William
Denmon, of Allison, N. M., who, os
Mar. 22, 1921, made Enlarged Homestead Entry, No. 036615, for Ett, Section 28,Townshfp 13 North, Range
18 W, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before United States
Commissioner, at Gallup, McKinley
Co., N. M., on the 17 day of April,

Claimant names as witnesses: Andrew Vanderwaen, of Zuni, N. M.; O.
W. Bartlett, of Gallup, N. M.; E. W.
Lawrence, of Gallup, N. M.; Mary
Denmon, of Allison.
A. M. BERGERE,
(1601)
'
Register, v
3
First Pub. March
Last Pub. April 3
17-2-

14-2-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT WITHIN ANB
FOR THE COUNTT OF MeKlNLEI
AND STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sharp Hanson and Grace Hanson,
'
husband and wife, Plaintiffs,
vs.
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H. W. BROSE, M. E.
GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
' Architectjiral

Service

i
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Connection

WEST R. R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO
GALLUP,
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M;,i.ie at the Santa Fe Sys- - i Plan this week in their
of "Loss end Dam- Vl
neeelBg
ml
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WE ARE

v

NOW

PREPARED

TO GIVE

YOU

FIRST-CLAS- S

OPTICAL SERVICE
Graduate and Registered

Optometrist in Charge
Only Man In Town Holding More Than One State
License

All Work Guaranteed

,E.7.7uri

v

The Santa Fa Pacific Railroad Com
pany, a corporation ; Gallup Amerivided.
can Coal Company, a corporation;
ARTICLE VII.
a municipal cor
The Bosrd of Directors, by a majority vote Town of Gallup,
B. Zacysinski if living
to
poration;
of all three members, shall have power
ior and the unknown heirs of B. Zaey-adopt, amend and rescind the
of the corporation, to fill linaki if he be dead; B. Zaczynski
the government
if living, and his unknown heirs if
purposes,
vacancies occurring in the Board- from any he
be dead;. John Bolok if living
such offi(7) To subscribe for, purchsse or other cause, and to elect snd appoint
and
,
his unknown heirs if he be dead;
as
they may
wise scauire. hold. own. use. mortgage, cers, agents and committees
as they Mrs. John Bolok, wife of John Bolok
pledge, hypothecate, deal in. sell or other- deem necessary with such powers
be
unknown
her
and
if
she
living
de- may confer.
wise dispose of stocks, bonds, coupons,
heirs, if she be dead; Samuel
ARTICLE Vin
bentures, evidences, of indebtedness, and ob-and Theresa C. Dimon, his
tlarat'ona
of any governmental authority,
The life of thie corporation and the term wife ; T. M. Quebedeaux
and
or individual, and for which the same shall exist and the ter- Lou Quebedeaux, his wife; F.Mary
eomnanv.
B.
(26) Gallagher;
in all other negotiable securities and inatru-- mination thereof shsll be twenty-fiv- e
if
Bogumil
Zaexynski
without restriction as to SRlOUnt.
hereof.
date
11
after
snd
netrs
from
his
unknown
and
years
livinsrj
ARTICLE IX.
(8) To draw, make, accept, endorse, dis
he be dead; Bogunll Zactynski if livstock
authorized
be
the
he
capital
if
count, execute, issue and dispose of surplus
of
amount
heirs
unknown
The
ing and his
certificstes. oromissory notes, warrants and subscribed for and with which this corporation dead
Peter Kitchen ; Stephen Cana- Instru will commence business and the names of van: ; Bertha
II other negotiable or transferable
uanavan, Kocxy unit
menu, in such amounts as the Board oi Dir the incorporators and the respective amounts Coal Mining Company, a corpora-noratioNo.
ectors may deem proper.
Cliff Coal Com
Rocky
of the authorised capital stock of this com(8) To lend, deposit or advance money,
subscribed for by such incorporators is pany, a corporation; and Steven cana-va- 207
anil nmroertv to or with such person pany
B. Zaeiyncki. if living and his
as follows :
11,000 unknown heirs if he be dead; Mrs.
and upon such term as may seem expedient C M Rouse,
1,000 shares
$1,000 Thos. F. McGinn if living and her unand to negotiate loans, lend or advance money P O. Bontems
1,000 shares
and to give credit to such persons and on Hans Neumsnn
1,000 known heirs if she be dead ; Sister Ka- 1.000 shares
such terms as may seem expedient end upon
volo Zaezyniski if living, and her unARTICLE X.
such security as may be determined oy tne
There shsll bo no stockholders" Liability known heirs if she be dead; Sister
Board of Directors, including the shares of on account of any of the capital stock of Karolo Zscxvnski. if living and her
this company, and in particular to customers this compsny issued.
unknown heirs if she be dead; Mrs.
and others having dealings with the Company,
In Witness Whereof, we have hereunto set Gsbrielle McGinn if living and her
become
or
security our hand and seals this 16th day oi marcn, unknown heirs if she be dead; Sister
and to give guarantees
Karolo (Mary Zactynski) if living
for any such persons.
js
im' C. M. ROUSE
(SEAL) and her unknown heirs if she be dead ;
State of New Mexico
)
(10) To form, promote, subsidiu snd asIs
(SEAL) Gabriel McGinn if living and her
sist persons, companies, syndicates snd partF. O. BONTEMS
It la Hereby Certified, that the annexed
1
.
(SEAL) known heirs if she be deed; Thos. F.
HANS NEUMANN
a full, true and complete transcript oi, me nerships of all kinds, and to in any manner
McGinn, husband of .Gabriel McGinn
)
Certificate of Incorporation or
State of New Mexico
acquire, hold, own, and dispose of stocks,
helm
his
unknown
and
be
he
if
of
living
COMPANT
SECURITIES
corporation
any
bonds or other obligations
SOUTHWEST
)ss
if he be dead: The Directors of The
)
formed for, or then or therefore engaged in
(No Stockholders' Lisbiltiy)
bounty of McKinley
of Santa Fe and
(No. 118S1)
On this 16th day of March, 123, before Loretto Academy
pursuing any one or more 'of the kindshere-of
claimants of interest in
with the endorsements thereon, as same ap- businesses, purposes, objects or operstions
me personally appeared C. M. Rouse, F. O. the unknown
to the plainadverse
s
own-inthe
of
premises,
in indicated, or any 'other business, or
pears on file and of record in tha office
Bontems. and Hans Neumann, to me known
or holdlne the stocks or the obligations to be the persons descrinea in ana wno ex- tiffs.
the State Corporation Commission.
uexenoanta.
me of any such corporation, and to do any other ecuted the foregoing instrument and ackwneror,
In .Testimony
NOTICE OF SUIT
State Corporation Commission of the act or things for the preservation, pro'e-tio- nowledged that they executed the same as
To The Above Named Defendants.
Btata or new Mexico naa causeu
improvement and enhancment of the
fM. at and need.
this certificate to be signed by its value of any sucn stocx, oonos, or otner obYou and each or you are nereoy notuiew
In Witness Whereor, l nave oereunw ov
SEAL Chairman and the seal of aaid Com ligations, to exercise all of the rights, powers
that suit has been filed by tne aewve
and
the
year
official seal
day
and
hand
my
to
named plaintiffs and is aow pending against
mission, to be affixed at the City and privileges or ownership thereof, and
last above written.
of Hanta Fe on this 20th day of exercise any and all voting power thereon.
the above named defendants, in the Dlstnet
r.
raasoun.
i.iii:il.k
New Mexico, sale
March A. D. 1023.
(11) To guarantee tne riaeiity oi penun
Notary Public. Court of McKinley County,
l
or
of
trust
Attest:
suit
fill
to
situations
being numbered 206T on tha docket of
IB2o.
filling or about
September
commission
expires
My
it,
A. L. MORRISON
confidence and the due performance and disJ. M. LUNA.
"Thegeneral objects of said suit are to aula
Clerk.
by such persons of all or any of the
No. 11631
Chairman. charge
and aet at rest, plaintiffs' title, and to rj.
Vol. 7 Page 176
duties and obligations imposed on them by
Rec'd.
Cor.
title in ana sw
af
move cloud upon plaintiffs
Articles af Incorporation
otherwise.
of
or
contract
,
of
Incorporation
Certificate
the following describe premises
SOUTHWEST SECURITIES COMPANY
Ti eantraet with borrowers, lenders,
Securities Company
iei
Southwest
on
tne oouu. mm
a
point
Beginning at
(No Stockholders' Liability)
for the establishment,
(No Stockholders' Liability)
(IS), Towusmp ru
of Section Fifteen
Know All Men By These Presents:. That, annuitants and others and payment of sink
of
Office
In
Filed
accumulation,
prevision
teen (IB) North, Range signteen
W. the underlined have this day associat
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
redemptions lunos, aeprecia.ion
N. M. P. M., which is N. SO degrees H BL.
ed ourselves together for the purpose of form ing funds,
Of New Mexico
funds, renewal funds, endowment funds, and
S.5S feet from the Southwest corner of ass
ing a corporation under ana pursuant to m any
M.
in
A.
either
:80
192S
that
and
funds,
other
Mar.
apsctal
20,
for
and
Now
Mexico,
of
Section Fifteen (IS); said corner also be
laws of the State
of
an
MORRISON.
an
or
sum
A.
L.
of
a
lump
oecnen owm
ing the Soutneast corner oi
that purposs do hereby adopt Articles of In- consideration
Clerk.
ana
or
nual
corner of Section
otnerwise,
generaiv
premium
(1), and the Northeast
corporation, as follows.
such terms and conditions aa may no ar- Compared FC to ICK.
and the Northwest corTwenty-On- e
(21),
ARTICLE I.
,
NRW MEXICO
sesTi
(22), and the
ner of Section Twenty-Tw- o
The name of this corporation shall be ranged.
v.
itm
oh anv other business Which State Corps rati en Cess si Us ten of Nsw Meziea Southeast corner of the original townaito of
SOUTHWEST SECURITIES COMPANY
of
at
as
being
Certificate
surveyed and Ida-te- d
ruing
the Town of Gallup,
may seem to the compsnyin capable
(No Stockholders' Liability)
)
connection
with United States of America
ni.Mlw iwnlod on
inTTnr.tr. it. .
by Alex Bowie, M. E.
or indirectly
Thence:
tha names, residences and post office ad- the above, or calculated directly
to enhance the value of or render profitably
dresses of the incorporators are:
N. 89 Degress 1' E., 4S.8 feet, along Oka
was filed
It Is Hereby Certified, that thereState
O. M. Rouse, Gallup, N. M.. Post Office Ad any of the company a property or
south line of Section Fifteen (IB), to the)
Corthe
of
office
in
the
record
for
of the tract.
dress, Gallup, N. M. i r. u. Bontems, uauuv,
of New Southeast corner
m u
Ottirm Addreaa. Gallup. N. M. ; hold and
the shares oi its cap.ua. poration Commission of the State D.
1028; ''Nl'Mdegroes IT W.. 128 fat te
Sou
Hans Neumann, Gallup, N. H., Post Office stock, bonda, debentures, or other securitiaa. vieo. an the 20th day of March A.
to eon-du- at 0:80 o'clock A. M.
liMm. Oallun. M. M.
line of Green Avenue, being tha Northeast
(15) To have one or more offices,
and
. Certificate
of faeerperatlen
AKTIULS 111.
comer of the tract
its business and to purchase, hue or
TK. nrlnalnal off lea and slacs of business
:.
nolo imnrove. develop, let.
Certificate af Btackkslaers' Naa Liability
""
resTotbsmrlae dispose of
"degre.. SB' W.. M xM'tWjke
of this corporation in the State of New Mex- ?!""--SOUTHWEST SECURITIES COMPANY
ico shall he Gallup. McKinley County, State and deal in real estate ana
south line of Green Avenue to the
nto.bholoFa' Liability)
fu.
of
tract, being also the Northwest
corner
of New Mexico, and this corporation shall party and rights or interests therein, witmo
named corner of the
Fractional Block number Sixty-st- sj
WHEREFORE r Ths incorporators
have such other place or places of business and beyond the limits of the State of New
..ill Certificate of Incorporation, and who (6), O. T. S.
either within or without the State of New Mexico, and in aay other state, district or
Mexico, as may be established by tha Board territory of the United States of America and have signed the same, and their successors
28' E., U2. feet, along the
are nereoy oeousrw.
niMctora at which nlace or nieces all In
es snd assigns
v
v...-Stst' " 8." "olegreesThird
in any colony or oepenaency oi and
Street to the Southwaa
all for- this data until tha 20th day of March, Nine, east line
corporators', stockholders' and directors' meet
of America, and n any
the place of besinning.
a
sCorporation
ana
tract,
an
the
and
of
corner
teen Hundred
or
Forty Elht,
corporate wai
ings may be neia
or
political
countries
fbdivUi.n.
for themtasJisk-me-nt
set forth
transacted ; and the name of the agent of eign
That the plaintiff prays
by the name and for the purposes
tnereor
wiwmi
"Viaoffice
pendencies
in said property, and to
estate
said
its
their
of at
principal
this corporation at
In said certiiieaio.
to
acquirs
lucal
laws;
to
TOTse
sand
aeUih Of
mtnse,
...as
VftU
. xiM 11AX1 ana 116S2
in the State of New Mexico, and in charge nd subject
Mr snuJ tuicfci
of user in roads, streets,
Whereof, the the said defsadants, from having or claUs
I
TWImonv
process against this
United
h.nr and unon bewhom
In
the
State,
and
publi. place.
the
or title to the said Premtoaa,
served, is H. C. Denny, venues
corporation may
State Corporation Commission of
of America, or in any foreign counlee and-rdverseto the plaintiffs. ad that
State of New Mexico has caused
Gallup, McKinley uoumy, new ann
to transfer tne same ; w
its
be
forever Quieted
HTH I.K IV.
to
be
thereto
signed
certificate
,by
title
this
lea or
for which and from the United States of Amer
jsny SEAL Chairman
and the seal of aaid com rest, and that all clouds upon the tttle 0
or ..
or
are
mereoi,
formed
state
is
said
territory
to
this
ne
premises, be removed.
company
"
which
nlsintifts
for any of
aiiixeu si
mission, to
suouiviawn
are further notified that unless yo
to do any and aU of the things herein set try or any politicalconcession
of Santa Fe on this 20th day of
or concessions
or
an
grants,
enter
natural
persons
aa
extent
grant,
of
1928.
same
you
and each
forth to the
March A. D.
"MJB,2i
In connection
whatever, to utilise thethe same
cause, on or oetore tne
and to Attest:
,
...
maul, " w
of
Company,
business
'
rendered m said eauoe .
the
be
will
with
estaonsn snu wui.
1928, judgment
A.
MORBlsow
L.
ill . To
to
In
respect
htiv sell, exchange, manufac lease, grent rights or privileges
...A
J. M. LUNA,
Clerk.
against you by default.
.
Chairman.
.
The names ana
ture and trade in, and deal with all manner sell or dispose of the tame.
machinnecessary,
merchandise,
and
wares
and
all
everything
To
do
torneys are: H. O. uenny,
of goods,
(16)
coal
of
is
Gallup.
stock,
and business address
suitable or proper for the accomplishment
ery, supplies, provisions, and live
wood and the
and John F. Stroms, whose Post Office awtor tne purpose. rj-'-- petroleum, oil, ores, minerals, and
all other any
'
is AiDuoueniuo,
address
business
thereof, and any
nereinuwoiv
the
Vu 7
Ti.
objects
commodities of every kind, nature and des- alone or In association with otner corporaTho Rnard of Education of Districts k WITNESS My Hand and sesl of said court
firms and individuals, aa principals,
cription
tions,
otherrent
or
control, lease,
trustees, or other- 3 and 4, Gallup, New Mexico, will of: thta, loth day of Msrch. im.
contractors,
brokers,
agents,
..., .ml u. huildinea and structures
and in general to engage in any and all fer for sale at puoiic auction w, me
. wise,
Clerk, McKinley ' Count,
,
that mav he necessary or
and therein to receive ano swre
in Gal- (ISH) ' County
F..Offielo Clerk of the Dio- in ......
and
and
merchandise,
wares
j
nl.nt. in earrvlne on the business of front door of the court house
any goods,
of said County.
Court
a
of
storage said
trict
general to conduct a business
corporation and for the purposes ap- lup, New Mexico, on Thursday, April First Pub. Mar. 17, 25.
;
A.
warehouse and to act as custodian and bailee pertaining thereto, and to do any snd every
o'clock
10
of
hour
,
the
at
22.
1923,
property iTi... ...
Last Pub, April 7,
.- -.
of
personal
tV,
any
for others
thine ar things incidental 12,
estate.
real
described
o-for
same
the
M
insure
to
-.
w.the
following
or
of any description;
onneen
or.
in
out
to
'
growing
65
block
thereof.
what
in
18
or
is
self or for the owners against nrs, ineii, a
Original
parte
or
Lot
any part
said business,
Keeping everlasting at
and
other toss! ana so receive, weaver,
-'''v.;:'
It is the Intention that the objeetoiin this
townsite.
Is
not
Just
by
it
other- powers specified and clauses stained
Lota 13 to 24 block 36 Ongi- - 'A pays in advertising;
(S) To own, control, lease, lent or
and.
issue
one
re Fourth Article snan,
few
a
prices
,
limited
wise aoquira and to improve man.
T
no
making
nai Townaite.
ta ..id Artici., be to arwintufttaiMa
build. expr
property j ttie
,nd awerate real alUration
reference
38
you
tin
block
but
1
pick
mtrknW
12
by
Original
every
Lota to
then lay off,
of bouses and or
construction and
ta,
terms of any other clauses of 'this
.
rTTL.
tnwmaita. 'i "
tkMsn. maA the davalosmi feom theether
a paper you look for the changes, '
artUle or paragraph of tl
up
or any
cent
of
10
per
A certified check of
that the oWecte speslfled
oerufltsls, awte lessee
and that ia what does the bustafefc-- w
at this Article shall
the bid must be deposited at ths time
and ash at
SS Satajfal tart papartvlawwsjj real
Ledger, Potwin, Kansaa. ;
an
the bid is maoJe.
iiweasll as
Tha feracossg ejsuMds shall be
hr
aad borrewiaT

"

DENTIST
Office: Worm Building
New Mexico
Gallup

'

1923,

.

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
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PianoEuphamia r.pciero

Oliver Leon, Willie, Wurm, Evelyn Eames,
Alpnonso liomero
Fairiea Frolic
Jingle Bella
'
Piano Evangelista Younis, Frances Chavez
Fairies--Thelm- a
:Griego, llarcella Dunn, Irene
Conine Meyers, Rosie Golino,, Dorothy
ben,
' Peternel,
'
;
Mary Courtney Bertha Wurm
Piano-SolEdelweiss Glide i
;'
Kirk
The Only Way.
Recitation
"
"
'
Thomas Kirk
.
Cedar Brook Waltz
Hoop Dance
.
L
Piano Frank Mendini
,
Violin Alphonso Romero
'
.
Dancing Maidens Selected
Piano Solo
Parting
.

Ccr9B and Cart
E.:ty
-z:zz

In

Violins

....

Grib-':.vy-

o

I

rr

UP"

:

Reyeat!rs
SUNSAY'S T2CS2AM
'

!

r"-i-'-"iY

'

Lytol

TUDAY

;

,

Feairrs

f J.UaBrfce Director

LztTzn

Humpty Dimpty
,

rartwxt

A

R. A. WakJi Predactloa
Cast headed by

h; '

m
: " :,
ccopes
"KINDRED OF THE pUST
'
MOVI"J C3ATS
.
?
FUN ISC T2E F2E23
mi-ia-

J

;
'

uretta ies ueorges

v.

My

'

Papa's Waltz
k

:

'

My

New Frocks

Spring always means at least one suit
to every woman, be she of unlimited
income or moderate means. The types
are so varied this season, that every
woman can select one to her liking.
There are Balkan effects, box coat
modes,
styles, three-piec- e
effects and strictly tailored
styles. Made of soft twilled materials
and attractive tweeds. Braid and embroidery trimmed. Priced from $14.60

Gay printed fabrics have been used in
many ways to add grace and charm to
the dress modes for spring. Solid colors, too, are here and many new
shades makes selection all the more
pleasant. Dresses for street, sports
and afternoon wear are shown in hosts
of styles and they are the Iovliest of
many seasons. Trimmings, too, are
new and novel. The stock is unusually complete. And prices $10.95 to

Study Musjc

Golden Star

Violin

Sports Coats

Alice McMahon
7

Piano Lucile Whitman

Thelma Griego

These Topcoats have that true English aid so swagger exactly what
the sportswoman wants. Their sturdy
fabrics, mannish tailoring and notched
collars are points that will gratify the
Topcoat seeking business woman, too.
Camels Hair is one of the most popular materials and light colors are
much in evidence. We know that
you'll be pleased with their moderate
prices. Priced from $12.50 to $79.50.
"
'
Cv; v
Color, Chic and Comfort Embraced in

New Blouses
The exhilirating spirit of spring ie exemplified in the new printed blouses
or
for spring. They are in
are
of
and
soft
style
crepes
jacquette
in many colors. If brightened up by
one of these blouses, your suit will
prove as charming for informal afternoon occasions as for times when
ap- - ;
you require a more "business-lik- e
pearance. And prices are exceptionally low. $5.95 to $14.95.
'.y

Recitation

Comic Operetta
-

Me vers

irene unuueu

-

Piano Duet

Piano Duet

Richard Lanigan, James liamgan
:

sweater is a necessary part of every
spring outfit and these of silk and
fibre will be found correct. They are
in plain and novelty weaves; slip-ov-

;

SATURDAY

Irene Castle in
"SLIM SHOULDERS-Snu- b
Pollard Two Reel Comedy
"BEFORE THE PUBLIC
WEEKLY NEWS
Coming Soon:
Rex Ingram Production
TRIFLING WOMEN"
A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION
"THE FLIRT

J

i

TABLEAU'

im m

rW Mm

uitkUt

have contracted to break 20 acres of

m

Ttmi

.

THE "special
is tempt-

ing, but not when
you understand who
pays for it. The tire
dealer doesn't pay
for it. The

facturer cannot

af- -'

ford to. Chance are
it comes out of the
quality of the tire,
so, after all, you pay
for it. None of the
quality of Goodyear
Tina ever is sacrificed to "apecialdis-count- s"

.

eround for Mr. Penninrton.
Wallace Eanes and family who left
oranything
'
here before Christmas and went to
(Herald Correspondence)
Mesa, Arizona started home the 4th
4 fliiew SOTbtlMtaiV
had two or three light of March ana got snow bound - They
W h
turnon
miles
were
and
60
their way
snows since our last report and each ed
their course backward. We will
one is very welcome.
look
for them when sure of no more
Van. Andrew. Willbank baa gone w
"
Southwestern Motor Co.
Colter, Ariz. She hu accepted tne snow.
EastWest was at Alpine. Ariz..
cook
Orval
the
North
for
position as
Watson Motor Co.'
ern Land Co.. of that place. We are last week, also in Luna trading horses
Chas. Iehl
now
Hooser
and
Geo.
in Nutrioso on business.
is
of the understanding that
Mr. Roberta and Kennick. of Moe- also has a position at that place also,
Claud Cairn left last week for Col- ollon were here last week prospecting.
ter. Arizona where he has a position,
Oscar Stevens has filed on the
"WMUri Mid For W.it.rn Trtd."Andrew Willbank accompanied him Senobia Heiser place: Mr. Stevens
on the trip over, and came back by and his father and mother have movway of Silver City, where he visited ed into their Log Cabin..
' J. McQuade is buildinsr a new resi
nephew lor several days. ,
Mrs. Geo, Hooser
made arranee- dence on Mesa and First street.
J. F. West made a business trip to ments to run thehas
,
at
Cafe
Regan
'
Salt Lake recently.
,
r t ;i
Uncle Polk May, of Oregon, is in Springervillc,. Arizona,
Frank MeDermott of Albuqueraue
Pennington, Mr. and Mrs. Hoos
this part of the country visiting er Mr.
in Gallup Wednesday on business.
was
Snrinc-fir- .
a
to
made
flvine
trin
to
business mat ville
friends and attending
one
last
week
in
PenMr.
day
ters. He and Bailey Hulsey went
nington's car.
C. R. Bellmaine was out WednmidAv
to Reserve Saturday.
K. T. Howell was a Snur Lake vi.
the first time after a long siege-oF. I. Townsend has been hauling sitor
fpr
"
""'
Saturday.
;
the flu.
hay from Bailey Hulsey'g to his place
in. Spur Lake.":;"'
Mrs. Sam Beard, Jr., was very, ill
last week, but is much Improved now.
Sam Beard, Sr., wag attending to
business matters for Sam Jr., at Spur
'
Lake last week.
Orval West and Chas. Boewell have
been exchanging visits lately, too
many girls in New Mexico for men
to cook, but they don't seem to rea
lize the idea.
USED CARS
F. I. Townsend and Howard Lof- tm went to Reserve Saturday to at
AH Cart Guaranteed As Represented
tend to business matters.
Miss Riley, of Luna, Miss Servise
of Gruntersberg, and Mr. M. D. Evans
Dodge, Touring; 1920 ...-i$450.0- 0
and Pennington of this place were Joy
with small delivery box
200.00
Dodge,
riding Sunday and paid a short visit
1
:

er

or tuxedo styles; plain or in gorgeous
patterns. Some of the colors are Ori- - '
ole, Navy, Muffin, Black, Beige,
Orchid, Black and White. Smart
and charming, they await you Monday, Priced from $4.95 to $25.00

--

Poin-sett- a,

;

.

,
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"THE PILGRIM"
MAN s7 E3AST
Fine Wild
Animal Picture , .
Pollard Comedy
-SHIVER AND SHAKE" .
AESOP'S FABLE
. r , .
Y
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Repeating
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN
'THE PILGRIM" :
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Sriinttische
James Lanigan, Reginald Webb
Spanish Tambourine Dance

Silk Sweaters
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r THURSDAY

Mary Jones
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Pat's Dream
uiaiogue
Pat Frank Mendini
. . ...
Lawyer John Kirk'
Quaddriiie
Tripping Over the LawnTT1 J
.
nano Mary j&upaincK, jbupnamia Txvoiucrw
'
V
Dancers Selected
Barcarolle
Piano Euphamia Romero
Violins Garriette Whitman, Oliver Leon, Willie
Wurm, Alphonso Romero, Evelyn Eames.
voca,
-Prettiest Little Song of All
Piano Leona Kauiara
Irene Gribben, Thelma Griego, Marcella Dunn,;
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Piano Solo

Fairy Wedding Waltz

Home Sweet Home

!

Vocal Chorus

Sing Robin

,

The Spirit of Spring in the

Piano Solo

Piano Duet

-

The Doll's Dream

Actress

,
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John Schauer, Jack Casados
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For Outdoor Wear, You'll Want

-
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Piano Solo

Piano Solo
A Farce
Lamgan
Romero
Lanigan
Mendini

Florence Jacobson

1

The pronounced vogue in spring capes
is here in a variety to suit every taste
fabrics
and every purse. High-pile- d
in spring weights, and soft twill materials are employed in their making.
Just the proper weights to protect you
from spring breezes. Gorgeous embroideries and novelty braids form
their trimming and they're very attractive.
Priced from $10.95 to $47.50
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$49.50.
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.Piano. Duet

New Suits

Spring Capes

-

Richard
Professor Stanley .
Mr. Martello
Alphonso
James
Peter,' Negro Boy
Frank
Dutchman
J
Fairy Wlatz '
Bertha Wurm, Mary Trebich
Romance Sans Paroles
r
v
Thelma Grieeo

Oriental Influences are Seen in the

They Swing in Graceful Manner

-

Recitation

Marcella Dunn
t 1- 1--

Piano Solo

--

Charles Younis

Tam O'Shanter
Bogus Talking Machine

Coat Stress Their Importance in the

to $49.50.
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Twilight Reverie

variety and fascinating array.

ng

Worth
,

Every section of the store is ready to help you in the selection of your Spring wardrobe. Modes that are fresh from
the Fashion Centers are here for your inspection, in infinite
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CHARLES C3APLXN IN
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Florence Jacobson

Glorifies the EntireStore

J

Piano Duet

Cornne Meyers, Mary Courtney
ViolinJennie Romero

Sack Waltz
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WOMEN

CHILDREN
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selves.

Employees' Radio
J lis The
giving enjoyaoie entertainment

Receiving

I

to your taste.

Mrs. Matchin is visit
in Gallup for a few weeks.
D. and I. K. Westbrook boys were

set ing

and

you will find us fans listening in every visitors, in from the ranch, say that
cattle are in fair shape though they
Governor H. J. Hagerman was a It is reported that the Chadwick are now leeaing quite a number.
recent vjsitor at the agency officially, Company have disposed of their sheep There will be some loss.
at Hedrick Bros.
this being his initial trip in connection tnat are now on tne range near the
Dr. and Mrs. Ganaway accompanied
Miss Gertrude Bastion was at Hed
.
with his duties as Commissioner to Matteson ranch.
by Mrs. Stacher were visitors in Gal rick 's store Sunday.
A
Tribe.
the
with
R.
N.
Navajo
Dr.
'
negotiate
Ashley of the Bureau of
Grandpa Russell and Mrs. Jack
man of higher standing .could not Animal Industry, is giving attention lup last week. J.
Russell of hear Spur ranch, Mrs, J. F.
Mr.
H.
the
for
J.
found
have been
important to the sheep dipping as there is conWomack, Field Superin West and
r.
Mrs. T. 1.1
work coming up for attention and siderable Bcabies among the Indian tendent for the Irrigation Service Townsent and children spent Sunday
to
went
consideration. He
Shiprock sheep , and now aggravated, from made a hurried
of the water with Medrick Bros., and enjoyed a nice
from here accompanied by Mr. Chas. sparse range and the poor condition of development now survey
in progress on the, cmcaen ainner.
v
f
:: .;;;': '.':': :r:
the animals.
Hager.
reservation
and returned to PoUeeaJ Andrew Willbank was at Geo. Hoot
a
i
'
Li. iieia neaaquarcers,
Mr. Geo. Miller one of the three
ers' Sunday.'
Captain R. C. Reid and other parties Ariz., ms ji.ij.i
Uiller Bros, of the 101 Ranch in Okla from Albuquerque, passed through
Dick Nichols did not to to One.
o
homa waa a recent caller with Mr. H. Crown Point enroute to the Chaco
mww. hi .iwwguwi tm turn mado as reported, Townsend made the
V. Taylor, former Inspector for the Country recently.
:u .:.',
Osal. are here from Yukon. OH . fnr trw tor uedricks.
Indian Service. They went to
Mrs. Stages has been a patient at tne oenent of Kiss opal's health. The iledrick Eros, are doing a rood busi
"
vock ageney from. ken.
the
ManTs Hospital in Gallun. but young lady has been placed with the ness and are in need of more mer
is now home and feeling better.
hex tapper
Chevallier Sanatorium, llr, tvr"m chandise and wJ sand a team to CaXaquemle bill
for
Jarch Mr. Matchia is thrhinc on his noma was at we tfsM a ttlasn 'ftf CsL - lls? C!s week.
Xlat Come preparea to enjoy yvur-- cooking and can main a mulligan stew and with the liorrii
Etak.
Cum. Vkaim
Clok KkUit

(Gallup Herald Special).
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Dodge, New Touring,
Nash Four, Touring .
.

990.00
875.00

CHAS. IEHL
Dealer In NashOverland Willys-Knig:
. Cars and Trucks
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No Storage Batteries to have charged.
'
, Rane as long as the
loajest w
Prices Complete,. C74.C3.tad
to f 500.(0
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